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1. Introduction 

For a long time, satellite remote sensing systems have provided valuable support to global 

oceanographic studies with the collection of long-term, quick and synoptic observation datasets 

needed to effectively characterize the dynamics of these environments (Short and Trembanis, 

2004). Intermediate spatial resolution satellites (i.e. SeaWifs, MODIS, MERIS, ...) mainly focus 

on ocean color detection to evaluate final products, such as Chlorophyll (CHL) and suspended 

matter distributions based on well-established algorithms for open sea waters (Dazhao et al., 

2010). Such kind of data is less exploitable for analysing the coastal ecosystems in terms of 

discrimination, extension and other biophysical parameters, due to more stringent spatial scale 

requirements (1-30 m) and the higher optical complexity of shallow waters (Hossain et al., 2015). 

In response to these needs, recent advances in high spatial and spectral resolution satellite sensor 

design and data analysis techniques are making remote sensing systems more effective and 

practical for use also in research and management of coastal environments, providing valuable 

support for environmental policy measures in the European Community (Cristina et al., 2015). 

Seabed benthic ecosystems and particularly vulnerable seagrass meadows are increasingly 

threatened by climate change and various anthropogenic pressures due to the rapid expansion of 

maritime and coastal activities in recent decades (Bertram et al., 2014; Bertram and Rehdanz, 

2013). Human impacts may compromise negatively the structure (for instance the species 

composition of the benthic ecosystem) by damaging large or fragile species or modifying their 

functioning and favouring opportunistic or scavenging species that may profit from the 

disturbance of the bottom and the availability of dead organisms. 

As indicated by the European Commission for the Protection and Conservation of the Marine 

Environment in the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) (2008/56/European 

Commission) the need for new tools to support both the restoration/conservation of marine life 

and the sustainable management of coastal areas and marine resources is emphasized. MSFD 

aims to achieve a “Good Ecological Status” GES of the European coastal waters by 2020, 

indicating the baseline environmental criteria and descriptors to effectively carry out the 

qualitative assessment of these areas. The guiding principle of this thesis relies on the MSFD 

objectives, which encourage research and innovation in the analysis of the various marine GES 

descriptors, to understand and monitor the main issues related to the conservation of marine 

ecosystems and the fight against pollution. 
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In this context, coastal observation data are not widely available and are often limited in time-

space resolution (Splinter et al., 2013). Remote sensing techniques have proved to be among the 

most cost-effective methods for coastal operative monitoring to preserve and improve these 

areas, although additional requirements must be satisfied, including: finer ground geometrical 

resolution, radiometry sensitivity and capacity to properly account for the increase of water 

turbidity and possible spectral contamination from the atmospheric layers and the near lands 

reflectance (Borfecchia et al.,2013; Hossain et al., 2015). 

During the last years, to support the coastal monitoring needs, Landsat 8 OLI Operational Land 

Imagery (L8OLI) (Earth Observation (EO) satellite system) and its enhanced capabilities provide 

a previously unavailable useful opportunity in this sector. The general achievements 

demonstrated the effectiveness of High Resolution (HR) spectral responses captured by OLI 

sensor, for monitoring seagrass and sea beds in the optically complex coastal shallow waters of 

middle Tyrrhenian Sea, and chlorophyll distribution in coastal waters. The distribution of the 

Posidonia oceanica (PO) leaf area index (LAI) on different substrates has been most effectively 

modelled using on purpose developed spectral indices. They were based on the coastal and blue-

green OLI bands, atmospherically corrected using a recently introduced method for Aerosol 

Optical Depth (AOD) retrieval, based on the SWIR (Short Wave Infrared) reflectance. The 

alternative correction method including a less effective AOD assessment but the removal of 

adjacency effects, has proven its efficacy for improving the thematic discriminability of the 

seabed types characterized by different seagrass cover/substrate combinations.  

Moreover, the coastal marine environment dynamics can affect the spatial distribution of the 

water constituents, like phytoplankton cells, suspended particulate matter (SPM: both organic 

and inorganic) and chromophoric dissolved organic matter (CDOM). These components are 

influenced by different processes such fluvial input, tidal activity, eddy circulation, upwelling 

and wind-driven mixing, thereby increasing the optical variability of these waters at scales of 

micrometers to kilometers (Dickey, 1991). SPM loading represents one of the primary threats to 

the health of coastal habitats; therefore, suspended matter concentration in the seawater can be 

considered as a good indicator of marine environmental changes due to natural causes such as 

tides, tidal currents, and river discharges, as well as human activities such as construction and 

dredging in coastal zones. So, a part of this work was focused on characterization of the dynamic 

processes that affect the fine particle concentration in coastal areas and potentially affecting good 

environmental status of the coastal ecosystems, through a multidisciplinary approach that 

involves remote sensing acquisitions using satellite imagery of Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS), according to in situ measurements (water sampling, wave buoy, 
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weather station, turbidity station, CTD profiles) and numerical modelling. Besides the climate 

changes and the anthropic pressures, benthic ecosystems distribution and health are in fact 

affected by environmental factors such as: chemical substances dissolved in the sea, water 

turbidity, the accessibility to nutrients and dynamic field of currents and waves (McKenzie, 

2003).  

Finally, another relevant component of seawater to be monitored is Chlorophyll a, used to 

estimate the abundance, biomass and dynamics of phytoplankton in coastal areas and therefore 

represent a good indicator of ecology conditions of a defined marine area (Hays, 2005; Paerl, 

2006). 

 

2. Aims and Scope 

The main objectives of my thesis aim to evaluate the ecological quality status of marine 

coastal ecosystems, through testing new skills of the remote sensing sensors, with a special focus 

on the seagrass mapping and on the distribution of the suspended bio-optical variables in the sea 

surface to support the MSFD descriptors assessment.  

Considering the features of the available remote sensing (RS) data and satellite images and the 

previously introduced requirements, several prerequisites have preliminary emerged to satisfy 

the needs of this research: 

- characteristics of remote sensing sensors and satellites (spatial-temporal resolutions, 

radiometry, multispectral bands); 

- in situ synchronous sampling; 

- effective atmospheric corrections; 

- application of regional algorithms for the retrieval of the variables of interest. 

Satellite platforms exploited in this work are MODIS and Landsat 8 OLI - Operational Land 

Imagery - (L8OLI) by coupling the atmospherically corrected multispectral data with near-

synchronous sea truth information. These sensors are used to map at suitable spatial/temporal 

scales and spatial resolution the categorical and continuous biophysical parameters distribution 

(associated to water or sea bed environment) to adequately assess the relative distributions based 

on different modelling approaches. 
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L8OLI was tested on mapping Posidonia oceanica (PO) meadows in the Case study 1. This first 

work concerned an evaluation of a methodology for the mapping and observation of benthic 

ecosystems through new HR remote sensing techniques, able to recover the submerged 

vegetation spectral response in the optical range. In this perspective, some frames acquired from 

the L8OLI satellite sensors were selected according to the same sampling period of sea-truth 

measurement campaigns, to be exploited to extensively assess various biophysical parameters of 

PO meadows along the middle Tyrrhenian coast. Furthermore, the methodology developed in 

this study allowed us to compare two atmospheric correction procedures using specific pre-

processing of multispectral images for shallow waters even optically complex (case 2 waters 

from Morel and Prieur, 1977). In addition, a classification of the substrate types of the seabed 

has been developed, due to its distinctive physical, chemical and biological characteristics, is 

directly related to the functioning and structure of marine ecosystems (Cristina et al., 2015).  

Case study 2 was focused on a regional and long-term scale observing system through a 

multidisciplinary approach that involves remote sensing acquisitions using satellite imagery of 

MODIS, associated with in situ measurements (water sampling, wave buoy, weather station, 

turbidity station, CTD profiles) and numerical modelling. Satellite MODIS data used is Ocean 

Color MODIS Level-1 Product downloaded from the NASA website for the determination of the 

Suspended Particulate Matter (SPM) distribution at the sea-surface to characterize a relevant 

indicator of coastal water quality: Turbidity. 

 Finally, L8OLI was tested for the recovery of the chlorophyll a concentration in a coastal area 

(Case study 3), demonstrating its effectiveness and versatility for an integrated study of marine-

coastal ecosystems, focused on the observation of algal blooms phenomena in coastal waters.   

 

3. European environmental policy framework 

During the past years strong economic growth, insensitive to environmental, caused serious 

and long-term damages to marine ecosystems survival and human activities linked to them (i.e. 

fishery and tourism). Pollution matter and anthropic impacts started to be unsustainable for 

natural ecosystems. Periodic international summits, reflect the urgency of effective intervention 

measures to stop natural systems decline and to create a real environmental policy. Attention to 

the environmental status increases every year more, result of cooperation and action 

among/within countries, to allow land and marine habitats safeguard and protection.  
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Faced with the problems of a rapid biodiversity impoverishment of habitat, loss and a general 

degradation of the marine environment, the European Commission (EC) has adopted some 

measures for the conservation and protection of the seas. In the context of European Community 

environmental legislation and policy, Marine Strategy Framework Directive MSFD 

(2008/56/EC) and the Marine Spatial Planning MSP (2014/89/EU) are the two main Directives. 

These suggest and introduce guidelines for the restoration and preservation of European marine 

regions and for the sustainable management of coastal areas. Based on the implemented measures 

and the objective set, EU Commission identifies an integrated monitoring system to collect 

observation data of marine ecosystems. Initially, the screening of monitoring requirements was 

based on several separate Directives, mainly the following: 

a. Water Framework Directive (WFD: 2000/60/EC) 

b. Environmental Quality Standards Directive (EQS: 2008/105/EC) 

c. Habitats Directive (HD: 92/43/EEC) 

d. Birds Directive (BD: 2009/147/EC) 

e. Common Fisheries Policy (CFP: Council Regulation EC/ 199/20081; Commission Decision 

    2010/93/EU2) 

f. Regional Sea Conventions covering European seas (OSPAR, HELCOM, Barcelona 

Convention – Mediterranean Action Plan, Bucharest Convention ‐ Black Sea Commission). 

MSFD incorporates and integrates these action measures to protect and preserve the seas and 

coasts indicated in these previous regulations and provides more effective guidelines and stands 

out establishing a Community framework for achieving or maintaining a "good ecological status" 

of the European marine waters by end 2020. The main goal of the MSFD is to enable the 

sustainable use of maritime goods and services and to ensure that the marine environment is 

protected for future generations (European Commission, 2008). 

This Directive indicates therefore a specific definition for “marine monitoring” as “the systematic 

measurement of biotic and abiotic parameters of the marine environment, with predefined spatial 

and temporal schedule, to produce datasets that can be used for application of assessment 

methods and derive credible conclusions (with defined confidence) on whether GES is achieved 

or not for the marine area concerned” (Zampoukas et al., 2012). To achieve this purpose, the EU 

Commission has selected eleven high-level qualitative descriptors of GES, which are defined in 

Annex I of the Directive which are reported in table 1. 

 

 

http://context.reverso.net/traduzione/inglese-italiano/impoverishment
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Table 1: MSFD qualitative descriptors for determining good environmental status. Descriptors highlighted in grey 

were considered indicative guidelines for the cases study in this work. 

MSFD Descriptors 

Descriptor 1: Biological diversity 

Descriptor 2: Non-indigenous species 

Descriptor 3: Commercial fish 

Descriptor 4: Food webs 

Descriptor 5: Eutrophication 

Descriptor 6: Sea-floor integrity 

Descriptor 7: Hydrographical conditions 

Descriptor 8: Contaminants and pollution effects 

Descriptor 9: Contaminants in fish and other seafood 

Descriptor 10: Marine litter 

Descriptor 11: Underwater noise/energy 

 

For each Descriptor, there are series of Criteria and Indicators that enable assessment of GES; 

Biological diversity considers numerous criteria factors on the base of different environmental 

indicators to be measured and monitored. In the same Directive, it is recognized that there is a 

"integration between descriptors and indicators", since in many cases it is necessary to evaluate 

the same basic parameters or similar. E.g. monitoring angiosperms distribution and composition 

provide data relevant for descriptors 1,6 and 5. 

The numbers 1 "Biodiversity" and 6 "Integrity of the seabed" are descriptors of interest for this 

work are also closely linked, because it is necessary to maintain the integrity of the seabed to 

preserve marine biodiversity and living resources. Descriptor 6 means: “Sea-floor integrity is at 

a level that ensures that the structure and functions of the ecosystems are safeguarded, and benthic 

ecosystems are not adversely affected” (Rice et al., 2010). In the ocean, the sea-floor is a key 

compartment for marine life, since it is a high biomass productivity area, especially in coastal 

waters. A great diversity of sea-floor types can be encountered depending on the substrate, the 

depth and the local environmental conditions and they form different habitats for fixed or mobile 

marine species that live on inside and above the sea bottom. 

European environmental policy has evolved its intents of environmental protection in later years, 

by the adoption of the Maritime Spatial Planning Directive (MSP, 2014/89/EU) whose main 

purpose is to promote the sustainable management of uses and conflicts in coastal areas through 

an ecosystem-based approach. MSP strategy allows to minimize the impacts on the sensitive 

areas, enabling also the achievement of the GES, as requested by Marine Strategy Framework 

Directive (MSFD). Finally, European environmental policy requires to the member states more 
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monitoring efforts and an integrated approach composed of in situ observations, forecasting 

models and remotely sensed data for the monitoring and assessment of the environmental status 

of marine ecosystems. 

 

 

4. Remote sensing techniques supporting the measurement of the MSFD descriptors  

MSFD environmental indicators (as solid matter, chlorophyll, and benthic habitat) that 

can be detected and mapped by remote sensing are available to provide quantitative estimates of 

coastal and estuarine habitat conditions and trends, and to assess ecological integrity, marine 

health status and monitoring coastal baselines (Shetty et al., 2015). In the literature, numerous 

and different works are based on remote sensing methods that allow synoptic studies to monitor 

oceanic phenomena, such as marine pollution (Gade and Alpers, 1999), algal blooms (Rud and 

Gade, 2000) and the dynamics of river plumes (Marques et al., 2009).  

As support of environmental policy measures (MSFD), once suitably corrected for atmospheric 

noises and calibrated using the in situ measurements, the satellite EO techniques are recognized 

as effective multiscale tools for monitoring open seas and shallow water quality, including the 

spatial-temporal changes of marine ecosystems communities (Dazhao et al., 2010, Blondeau-

Patissier et al., 2014). 

The research efforts and the technical-instrumental progress carried out for years by the main 

space agencies to implement satellite platforms with sensors able to detect sea spectral signals 

have provided and continue to support our understanding of global dynamics and processes 

occurring in the oceans and in the lower atmosphere. Numerous satellite remote sensing missions 

have made it possible to obtain ocean color, sea surface temperature and sea surface salinity data 

for the open sea. EO satellite passive systems for marine applications are based on detection of 

“Ocean Color” (OC) which is defined as the spectral distribution of reflected visible solar 

radiation (i.e. 400-700 nm) rising from below the sea surface. This energy is emitted by the sun, 

transmitted through the atmosphere and reflected by the Earth surface. The colour of water 

surface results, in fact, from sunlight entering the ocean and is selectively absorbed, scattered 

and reflected by the optically active substances suspended in the water and finally backscattered 

through the surface. This interaction induces spectral variations that bring qualitative and 

quantitative information about the water constituents and can be detected by a passive 

radiometric sensor onboard a satellite platform. These basic relationships are showed in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: this schematic diagram shows the relationship basis of OC: the apparent optical properties (AOPs), in-

water constituents (LASs: Light Attenuated Substances) influence the inherent optical properties (IOPs).  

Using a semi-analytical model to solve the relationship linking AOPs and IOPs means to find 

quantitatively the three unknown variables: chlorophyll concentration, CDOM absorption 

coefficient and particulate backscattering coefficient. The wide availability of ocean colour 

satellite data and the need for a complementary product for the validation of global ocean 

biogeochemical models have greatly promoted the rapid development of numerous inverse 

methods in the last decade for the recovery of a large variety of information. As a result, the 

various inherent optical properties are now routinely recovered from RS data and are increasingly 

effective for the study of marine environments (Lee, 2006).  

The Ocean Color Project was started in 1996 by the Ocean Biology Processing Group (OBPG) 

at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center with the collection, processing, calibration and 

validation of ocean data and products. Initially the first RS operating sensors (such as SeaWifs, 

MODIS and MERIS) had the typical spatial resolution for the acquisition of OC data in the open 

sea and were able to recover the sea surface temperature distribution map, chlorophyll and 

suspended solid substance. More recently, NASA and ESA space agencies have evolved their 

missions with increasingly specific equipment for coastal waters observation: with the latest 

Landsat 8 OLI and Sentinel 2 sensors, the satellite platforms offer, in fact, a useful opportunity 

not available in this sector before. RS optical signatures and data have been shown to provide 

highly complementary and powerful means for studying various physical and biogeochemical 

processes as well as for bottom characterization in coastal shallow environments (e.g., Chang 

and Dickey., 2004; Coble et al., 2004; Philpot et al., 2004). 
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MODIS on board of Aqua EOS (Earth Observation System) satellite is a passive RS sensor 

operational from 2002 which covers the entire Earth’s surface every 1 to 2 days, acquiring data 

in 36 spectral bands at average resolution, in the specific: 250 m above ground resolution (a.g.r.) 

for bands 1 and 2; 500 m a.g.r. for bands 3-7, and 1000 m a.g.r. for 8-36. MODIS was here 

considered in the view of a regional-scale description of suspended matter for monitoring the 

quality status of coastal waters in study area.  

The new Landsat 8 NASA polar satellite was launched at the beginning of 2013 with on board 

the OLI High Resolution sensor to systematically acquire reflectance data in an area 180x180 

km of the Earth surface with a spatial resolution of 30 m in the Visible (VIS) spectrum and in the 

Short wave Infrared (SWIR) specific for studies in meteorology of cirrus clouds and an improved 

signal to noise ratio (SNR) and radiometry (12 bit), while maintaining spatial resolution and 

revisit capabilities of previous Landsat sensors (Table 1). In addition, the new OLI sensor has 

enhanced features in terms of the number of acquisition bands (with the Coastal blue band at 430 

nm) and a Quality Assessment band (QA) to evaluate the quality of the signal with respect to the 

type of investigated surface, indicating which pixels may be affected by the noise caused by 

clouds or by the limits of the measuring instrument itself. In such a way they might provide a 

more effective support to operational monitoring of coastal shallow waters and ecosystems 

(Dekker et al; 2005; Pahlevan et al., 2014; Phinn et al., 2008).  

Table 1: remote sensing sensors features of the latest generation of satellites for ocean color. 

Sensor Agency VIS NIR 

Revisit 

time 

(Days)  Acquisition  

Frame 

size(Km)  

Spatial 

res. (m.)  

Spectral 

res. 

(nm.)  

Radiometry 

(n. bit)  

MODIS NASA 15 2 1 sist. 2300 250-1000 20 12  

Landsat 7 

ETM+ NASA 3 1 16 sist. 180 30 70 8 

Landsat 8 OLI NASA 4 1 16 sist. 180 30  20-70  12  

Sentinel 2  ESA 4 6 5 sist. 300 10-30 20-70  12  

 

MODIS and L8OLI sensors are born with instruments suitable for the study of Ocean Color and 

therefore for the observation of the descriptive variables of the marine environment, but they 

show very different characteristics from each other, as you can see in the table below. 
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Table 2: spectral and radiometric characteristics of the MODIS and L8OLI sensors. 

MODIS Landsat 8 OLI  

Band cent 
(nm.) 

FWHM Band cent 
(nm.) 

FWHM SNR 
 

1 645 50      

2 858,5 35 b1 443 20 130 Coastal 

3 469 20 b2 482,5 65 130 Blue 

4 555 20      

5 1240 20 b3 562,5 75 100 Green 

6 1640 24      

7 2130 50 b4 655 50 90  Red 

8 412,5 15      

9 443 10      

10 488 10      

12 531 10      

13 551 10 b5 865 40 90 NIR 

14 667 10      

15 678 10 b6 1375 30  Cirrus 

16 748 10 b7 1610 100 100 SWIR1 

17 869,5 15 b8 2220 200 100 SWIR2 

18 905 30 b9 10895 59  TIR1 

19 936 10 b10 12005 101  TIR2 

20 940 50      

 

However, a factor that can represent a limitation in the applications of L8OLI HR data is the 

revisit time of 16 days, which is sometimes insufficient for the study of some coastal marine 

phenomena, often characterized by rapid changes. Another limitation for the application of the 

passive sensors is however represented by the cloud cover and therefore, the satellite images 

collected for this work have considered only those without this noise factor. Anyway, these 

limitations are largely compensated by the spatial and temporal coverage offered by the satellite 

observations (Loisel et al., 2013). An implementation of remote-sensing (RS) techniques for 

these studies becomes an essential supplement to the conventional method due to their rapidity, 

large area coverage, and repeatability of observations (Hossain et al.,2014). 

Based on the Monitoring Parameters of the MSFD Annex III (adopted from Craglia et al., 2010) 

the relevant MSFD indicators (COM DEC 2010/477/EU) are evaluated in the following case 

studies, exploiting the data of the newly introduced satellite platforms. 
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4.1 MSFD Descriptors and the Posidonia oceanica meadows  

MSFD Descriptors which can be connected to seagrasses benthic ecosystems concern: 

descriptor 1 Biological biodiversity, with the indicators “Angiosperms Cover Area covered by 

the species (for sessile/benthic species) and “Condition of the typical species and communities”; 

descriptor 4 “Food webs”; descriptor 6 “Sea-floor Integrity” with indicator “Extent of the seabed 

significantly affected by human activities for the different substrate types”.  

In the Mediterranean Sea, marine seagrasses play a very important role in marine environments 

with an ecological high value, widely recognized by the scientific community. Along the 

shorelines of European seas, among the main species of seagrasses found in the Mediterranean 

Sea (Polina, 2011), Posidonia Oceanica is the dominant seagrass, where it covers about 2% 

(about 50000 km2) of the seafloor both on sandy and occasionally rocky beds (Fornes et al., 2006; 

Larkum et al., 2006). 

Among the many ecological functions that the seagrass meadows have stand out the maintenance 

of the biological biodiversity of the coastal ecosystems (descriptor 1 MSFD) to be monitored for 

the assessment of the ecological status of the seas. Maintaining biodiversity has a potential 

biochemical utility and improving the resilience of the coastal environment (Unsworth et al., 

2014). As seagrass is a part of the food-web structure (descriptor 4 MSFD), it acts as a food 

source for a wide range of marine species and provides a habitat for fish and vulnerable species 

(Blandon and Ermgassen 2014). 

The key-role of PO in the coastal system is explained by the multiple functions that it carries out 

on various ecological level: the grasslands produce and export large quantities of biomass, they 

are very important sites of biological carbon fixation and feed both the pasture chain and the 

debris chain. These two chains form very complex trophic nets, that intersect and overlap in a set 

of intra- and inter-specific relationships involving prairie organisms and neighbouring 

biocoenosis, with which a mutual exchange of organic matter takes place.  

Another reason that justifies the scientific interest in this phanerogam, is the influence it exerts 

on sedimentation dynamics (MSFD descriptor 6): the prairie, acting as a natural barrier, produces 

an attenuation of the wave energy and therefore promotes the deposition of suspended particles 

(including the autochthonous, mostly organogenic). Then, the rhizomes intertwine and compact, 

often thus forming massive terraces ("mattes") avoiding the coastal erosion.  

A lot of these PO ecological features make this meadow a real ecosystem, so closely linked with 

critical biological physical-chemical conditions of the habitat, that to be extremely sensible to 

every stress and change of environmental parameters such as seawater and substrate. 
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The remarkable sensitivity of the plant to natural and/or artificial perturbations has pushed the 

national European and international authorities to actions aimed at its protection and 

conservation. The PO meadows were included among the priority habitats in Annex I of the EC 

Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992, concerning the Conservation of Natural Habitats and 

Wildlife and Wild Flora. The Directive defines these priority habitats as Sites of Community 

Interest (SCI), whose conservation requires the designation of Special Areas of Conservation.  

Seagrass meadows represent therefore, a powerful indicator of the marine environment quality 

status and since it is a main source of primary production, also remarkable for the climate change 

studies. Finally, we assume LAI (leaf area index) as a biophysical parameter representative of 

the qualitative status of Posidonia oceanica meadow which is also recognized as an Essential 

Climate Variable (GCOS,2011). 

 

4.2 MSFD Descriptors and Suspended Particulate Matter 

 

In the descriptor 1 an indicator of valuation is represented by Turbidity (1.6.3) which 

mainly affects physical, hydrological and chemical conditions of the coastal waters.  

In coastal context, for the ecological, societal and economical value already specified, precise 

assessment of SPM concentrations and of the phenomena controlling its temporal variability is a 

key objective for many research fields in these areas (Loisel et al., 2013). SPM which 

encompasses organic (living and non-living) and inorganic matter is involved in important 

ecological processes in the seawater, as the penetration of light into the water, it brings new 

nutrients into the system, both key parameters influencing phytoplankton primary production. 

Moreover, SPM can be considered as a relevant carrier of pollutants in the coastal waters.  

Due to the high variability of the physical and biogeochemical processes occurring in coastal 

areas, traditional approaches based on oceanographic cruises and in situ time series, although 

essential, are very time-consuming, expensive and sometimes uncertain to yield meaningful 

results on the studied phenomena, especially at a large synoptic scale. In this context, remote 

sensing of biological and physical parameters is a very powerful tool for performing large scale 

studies.  

 

4.3 MSFD Descriptors and Chlorophyll a 

 

In the Key Descriptor 5 “Eutrophication” different indicator can link to chlorophyll, in 

particular: “Phytoplankton species compositions and its geographical and seasonal variability”, 
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Phytoplankton Abundance, Biomass and Bloom Frequency /Intensity. “Chlorophyll 

concentration in the water column” is one of the Indicators for the Criteria “Direct effects of 

nutrient enrichment” that is used to assess GES for the Descriptor 5: Eutrophication of the MSFD. 

Therefore, these phenomena could be monitored by remote sensing detection of the “chlorophyll 

concentration in the water column” (Indicator 5.2.1, 5.2.4) which responds also to the 

fluctuations in “nutrients level” (Criterion 5.1). Chlorophyll is considered a proxy for 

phytoplankton biomass (Boyce et al., 2010) and can be estimated by satellite sensors for ocean 

colour by measuring light coming from the sea and subsequently retrieving the chlorophyll 

concentrations with ocean colour algorithms (Verdell, 2009). Moreover, phytoplankton is highly 

sensitive to environmental perturbations such as nutrients input, light and turbulence (Taylor et 

al., 2002) and therefore monitoring its variability and distribution through RS data can result 

effective to assess the ecological information of seawater quality.  

 

 

5. Remote Sensing data processing 

 The satellite data are freely accessible from the NASA websites: 

ocean.color.gsfc.nasa.gov (for MODIS data) and http://glovis.usgs.gov (for Landsat8 data); here 

we can select and view data-frames from each day to evaluate the quality of the satellite data for 

the area of interest.  

One of the main pre-processing steps for efficiently exploiting remote sensing ocean data, 

especially for coastal monitoring, is to implement a suitable radiometric pre-processing to 

remove noise from the top of atmosphere (TOA) reflectance, detected by the orbiting satellite 

sensors. This is mandatory due to the very limited amount of radiation reflected by water bodies 

which is often of a similar order of magnitude as the atmospheric noises (Cui et al., 2014), arising 

from the aerosol specific contribution. Given this relevance in the remote sensing applications 

for the quantitative marine study of the seabed, different image-based approaches were tested for 

atmospheric correction of the multispectral data, considering the main noise factors of the signal: 

the aerosol optical depth, the adjacency effects (typical of the land-sea interface) and the water 

column.  

"This image based" approach (Richter et al., 2006) takes advantage of the specific information 

contained in the same multi-spectral image to be corrected and does not require additional in situ 

measures simultaneous to satellite overpass. This method, being readily applicable, has been 

considered suitable for our operational use. 
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In shallow coastal waters (Case 2 Water, from Morel and Prieur, 1977) the light-interaction 

occurs with more complex optical components (SPM, CDOM, high phytoplankton biomass) and 

with the seabed, which also provides meaningful information about the benthic habitat. Such 

studies, therefore, require suitable RS sensors for the needs of investigation in coastal areas and 

some image-pre-processing phases aimed at the necessary corrections of the various spectral 

noises and contaminations affecting the signals. The radiation from the sun, reaching the seabed 

and back to the satellite sensor crosses two layers: the atmosphere and the water column. A 

portion of the light is absorbed and scattered by molecules and particulates in these two layers 

(when light travels from the sun to the sea floor and again from the sea floor to the satellite). A 

portion of the light is also reflected by the water surface. RS by the satellite uses the radiance of 

the visible bands from the sea floor received by the optical on-board sensor.  

For this purpose, the processing of satellite data involved the use of specific software for 

atmospheric correction: SeaDas (SeaWIFS Data Analysis System) for MODIS images and 

ACOLITE (Atmospheric Correction for OLI) and ATCOR for Landsat 8 OLI.  

 

5.1. Atmospheric correction for Landsat 8 OLI 

The spectral signal leaving the sea surface (but also the ground) and detected by the 

satellite radiometric sensor is strongly influenced by the atmosphere layers that are crossed. Thus, 

the presence of cloud cover strongly precludes the opportunity to obtain qualitatively valid RS 

data. Hence, Landsat 8 OLI reflectance was corrected in the different spectral bands mainly using 

the ACOLITE software (Vanhellemont Q., Ruddick K., 2014). However, in Case Study 1, part 

of the investigations involved a comparison with an alternative approach based on the ATCOR 

software (Richter and Schlaepfer, 2011). The two software are briefly described below. 

ACOLITE is a processor designed for Landsat (5/7/8) and Sentinel-2 (A/B) imagery developed 

at Royal Belgian Institute of National Sciences, which allows simple and fast processing for 

coastal and inland water applications. The ACOLITE atmospheric correction software has been 

developed specifically for the Landsat8-OLI and considers more accurately the contribution of 

aerosol for the remote sensing data of coastal areas. With this aim, a specific corrective algorithm 

based on SWIR (Short Wave InfraRed) radiation has been developed, which enables a better 

restitution of the reflectance data for very turbid waters (case 2 water) just as the coastal ones are 

to be considered (Vanhellemont Q., Ruddick K., 2015). Moreover, for a better understanding of 

the optical complexity of coastal waters, the atmospheric correction of the spectral reflectance 
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has also processed the using the NIR band algorithm for “case 1 water”. ACOLITE software does 

not consider the adjacency effects.  

ATCOR is a land-oriented software for atmospheric and topographic correction of satellite RS 

data, where the AOD component is averaged over the entire scene by the interpolation of a 

specific target, called “dark pixel”. This method is also referred to as a Dense Dark Vegetation 

(DDV). ATCOR is less accurate than the ACOLITE procedure for the AOD model, but it 

considers the correction for adjacency effects that might affected the spectral signal in the coastal 

context.  

Finally, during the processing of data in ACOLITE it is possible to apply at the same time as the 

atmospheric correction specific algorithms to obtain the products of interest: in the case of 

chlorophyll a the available and selectable algorithm is OC3 (Carder et al., 2004). Through the 

ACOLITE software, geoTiff maps are produced relating to the data under examination which are 

then processed using the graphic representation software Erdas Imagine 9.2 (Copyright 1991-

2008 by Leica Geosystems Geospatial Imaging, LLC) to obtain the resulting final maps. 

 

5.2 Atmospheric correction for MODIS 

MODIS Level 1 images were processed to Level-2 using the SeaDAS Software for image-

processing which also allows us to apply the atmospheric correction and produce a final ascii-

map of the Normalized Water Leaving Radiance (n Lw(λ)) data of the study area. To map the 

final distribution of solid matter, a regional algorithm to retrieve SPM was then applied to the n 

Lw(λ) data.  

MODIS data were corrected for atmospheric effects with an algorithm that uses aerosol and water 

vapor information collected by the sensor, for thin cirrus clouds, aerosols, and atmospheric 

gasses. The result is an estimation of surface radiance as if it had been measured on the surface, 

without the effects of atmospheric absorption or scattering. The SeaWiFS Data Analysis System 

(SEADAS, Version 6.4 available on seadas.gsfc.nasa.gov) was used to geolocate, apply 

atmospheric corrections and finally generate the calibrated radiances file using a chain-

processing dataset (from an L1A level until an L2 product as an ascii map). As the L2 product is 

selected, nLw (645nm). Atmospheric correction was carried out using an L2 file generating 

program, where we applied an aerosol option mode, which was indicated as a “2-band model 
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selection and MUMM NIR correction”, the modified algorithm that performs better in turbid 

waters (Ruddick et al.,2006).  

 

 

5.3. Water column correction 

The influence of the water column is a major complexity associated with using RS data 

to map benthic habitats (Mumby et al., 1998). This is because the intensity of the light penetrating 

in the water decreases exponentially with increasing depth. This process is called attenuation of 

radiance and is dependent on the wavelength: the longer wavelengths of VIS (red and infrared) 

are attenuated faster in the first water layers than the shorter wavelengths (blue and green light) 

(Green et al., 2000). In this context the considered spectral variable is the Water-Leaving Remote 

Sensing Reflectance (Rrs(ʎ)) which is defined by the relationship between radiance flux from sea-

surface and solar radiance flux entering seawater. Variations in the distribution of the Rrs of the 

seabed are so affected by the optically active components in the water column, which should be 

considered as noise factor to detect the seabed spectral signal (Case Study 1). To address this 

problem, the Lyzenga method (1981) was applied for the water column correction on the L8OLI 

atmospherically corrected multispectral images. This is a semi-empirical statistical method used 

to minimize the effect of the water column, which considers the contribution of the individual 

bands for the same type of seafloor.  

 

5.4 Distributions modeling  

Regarding the two case studies based on L8OLI, the spectral reflectance data was 

extracted from the atmospheric multispectral images at the sampling points of the in situ data. 

First, several multispectral reflectance layers were produced at the output of the different 

atmospheric pre-processing steps and during the additional correction for the water column. 

Then, the various point spectral signatures extracted from these corrected layers in the 

measurement stations were used to test the thematic and regressive modeling abilities of the OLI 

sensor. From the correlation equation between the in situ data and the corrected satellite 

reflectance, we can obtain maps of the distribution of the parameters of interest (LAI, seabed 

type and chlorophyll) for the entire image.  
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L8OLI reflectance was initially tested to model a continuous variable as LAI of the PO meadow 

and to classify a discrete parameter as the substrate type of the seabed. The corrected reflectance 

values were obtained for the various bands: b1 (Coastal), b2 (Blue), b3 (Green), b4 (Red), b5 (NIR), 

b6 (SWIR), always considering two or more values of deep water reflectance, identifiable with 

minimum values at wavelengths in the SWIR (band 6) without atmospheric correction. The 

relationship between bands is previously considered on a homogeneous seafloor, thus excluding 

the contribution of the water column to the reflectance data. It was possible to assume a 

homogeneous substrate to model the distribution of the LAI following a statistical analysis based 

on ANOVA (Analysis of variance). ANOVA suggested an influence of the substrate type on the 

radiometric signal and the average values is related to the most frequently found, rocky seabed, 

which was considered for identifying the model coefficients used to derive the spectral indices. 

Subsequently, normalized spectral indices were developed to highlight the response of the 

vegetation and minimize the various disturbances to the signal. The bands of interest for the 

development of the index are those that show a direct or inverse proportional correlation with the 

LAI. From these ratio indices it was possible to optimize a global regression model for assessing 

the LAI map of the PO meadows over entire area of interest. To provide the distribution of seabed 

types, various parameters related to the spectral/metric separability classification were estimated 

for the different in situ combinations of PO/substrate thematic classes. In classification 

assessment, both the PO LAI and related substrate types of station data were taken as a reference 

variable, to be effectively mapped through the corrected reflectance responses over the entire 

area of study. 

Moreover, L8OLI was tested for mapping chlorophyll in the sea surface using the in situ 

acquisition of sea-truth data relative to the phytoplankton community. This method partially 

follows the previous approach and includes the combination of the ratios of bands: b12 = b1 / b2, 

b13 = b1 / b3, b23 = b2 / b3, b34 = b3 / b4, b45 = b5 / b4. The spectral responses in the form of various 

ratios result in a more effective minimizing of multiplicative noise contributions arising from 

different factors (i.e., residual atmospheric and water attenuation). Various models have been 

implemented using the partial least squares regression approach (PLS) by coupling these 

extracted data with the corresponding phytoplankton measurements, previously recorded at each 

station. Here the model expression was exploited for mapping the phytoplankton variables 

distribution over the entire areas of interest and at different water depths. However, all these 

procedures and methodology are reported more detailed in every case study of this thesis.  
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6. Sea truth data 

The satellite images were selected based on temporal correspondence with in situ data for 

all three case studies of this work. This was because the use of remote sensing data is also 

necessary accompanied by a collection of in situ data for the validation/calibration step of the 

spectral response.  

In the first case study of this work we selected a coastal area, from Civitavecchia to Santa 

Marinella municipality, which is characterized by several Site of Community Importance (SCI) 

of PO meadows and threatened by strong anthropogenic pressures (i.e. a harbour, power factory, 

fishing and tourism). Therefore, this coastal zone represents a meaningful environment due to 

the various anthropic sea-use conflicts and the ecologically sensitive marine ecosystems to be 

protected. With this aim, a monitoring plan to collect the sea measurements for the qualitative 

assessment campaigns has resulted in two diving campaigns, conducted in 2013-14, according 

to the standard APAT 46/2007 ISPRA- ICRAM sampling protocol. On the most threatened 

meadow sites, 20 stations for the acquisition of PO plant samples have been identified and 

localized with the support of GPS techniques. The PO density [shoots/m2] and cover (%) were 

assessed with related uncertainties at the station level, by averaging the punctual measurements 

collected using a sampling plot schema (Alcoverro et. al. 1995; Borfecchia et al. 2013 a; Lotfi et 

al. 2014). In every measuring station, the seabed prevalent type has been identified. The station 

local bathymetry is also measured and recorded at the GPS coordinates. 

The subsequent analysis of these samples in the laboratory allowed us to carry out further 

examination on the PO prairie, as the variable LAI that was exploited for testing the RS data. 

Based on this period sampling two L8OLI images are selected and processed for testing in this 

study. 

In Case Study 2, the seawater quality status has been monitored by a periodic seawater sampling 

in Gaeta Gulf. To test the optical SPM algorithm applied on satellite imagery and to compare the 

SPM concentration between the near-shore and off-shore zones, surface water samples were 

collected monthly at the two stations: the inlet and the outlet of Gaeta bay. These samples are 

then transported to the laboratory for specific analysis according to CNR-IRSA handbook. This 

method for the solid matter determination has included: a gravimetric filtration induced by 

vacuum pumps on a pre-combusted glass filter (GF). The filter was then dried in an oven at 100 

°C and subsequently weighted until the weight was constant (precision < 0.1 mg). The dried mass 

was then converted to SPM concentration by accounting for the volume of the filtered water (mg 

L−1).  
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In Case Study 3, L8OLI data were tested using the sea truth information acquired during 

campaigns carried out in 2013 in the framework of the RITMARE project. Six stations in the 

Mar Piccolo of Taranto were selected for the different measurements: surface and bottom sea 

truth data were relative to phytoplankton abundance and biomass for the different population 

sizes (pico-, nano-, and micro-) at the six sampling stations. 

 

 

7. Results  

The different RS techniques adopted in this study allowed to study the coastal marine 

ecosystems from different points of view, which are presented below as three different case 

studies, in which the issues introduced to date are detailed. The outcome of these studies has been 

presented in three papers, two of which have been published; the third one was submitted recently 

and is under revision.  

Each case study reports the entire paper in the original editorial format and then with a 

numbering of the sections, tables and figures independent from the rest of the text. 

 

7.1 Case study 1: Landsat 8 OLI and the Posidonia oceanica meadow 

The benthic seabeds and seagrass ecosystems, including the vulnerable Posidonia 

oceanica (PO), are increasingly threatened by climate change and other anthropogenic pressures.  

Along the 8000-km coastline of Italy they are often poorly mapped and monitored to properly 

evaluate their health status. Thus, to support these monitoring needs, the improved capabilities 

of the Landsat 8 OLI Earth Observation (EO) satellite system were tested for PO mapping by 

coupling its atmospherically corrected multispectral data with near-synchronous sea truth 

information. Two different approaches for the necessary atmospheric correction were tested 

focusing on the Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) and adjacency noise effects, which typically occur 

at land-sea interfaces. The general achievements demonstrated the effectiveness of High 

Resolution (HR) spectral responses captured by OLI sensor, for monitoring seagrass and sea beds 

in the optically complex Tyrrhenian shallow waters, with performance level dependent on the 

type of applied atmospheric pre-processing. The distribution of the PO leaf area index (LAI) on 

different substrates has been most effectively modelled using on purpose developed spectral 

indices. They were based on the coastal and blue-green OLI bands, atmospherically corrected 

using a recently introduced method for AOD retrieval, based on the SWIR (Short Wave Infrared) 
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reflectance. The alternative correction method including a less effective AOD assessment but the 

removal of adjacency effects, has proven its efficacy for improving the thematic discriminability 

of the sea bed types characterized by different PO cover/substrate combinations.  

My contribution to this work consisted in the collection, processing and analysis of satellite 

images, with particular regard to the atmospheric correction with the two different software and 

the procedure for the thematic classification of spectral signatures.  

 

Landsat 8 OLI satellite data for mapping of the Posidonia oceanica and 

benthic habitats of coastal ecosystems  

(published by International Journal of Remote Sensing in September 2018) 

Flavio Borfecchia1, Natalizia Consalvi3, Carla Micheli2, Filippo M. Carli3, Selvaggia Cognetti De Martiis3, Valentina 
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Keywords: Landsat 8 OLI, Seagrass (Posidonia oceanica), benthic habitats, atmospheric 
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1. Introduction 

Remote sensing techniques, using EO based on High (10-30 m of above ground resolution, 

a.g.r.) or Very High (0.5-5 m a.g.r.) Resolution multispectral satellite sensors are increasingly 

used methods for the wide mapping of seagrass and shallow coastal waters (Dekker et al. 2005; 

Wabnitz et al. 2008; Hossain et al. 2015).  

This is mainly due to the improvement of sensors and platforms that allows more effective 

capture of the greater dynamics of the variables of interest with more stringent spatial accuracy 

requirements in coastal waters than the open seas. 
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Sensors on board satellite platforms have demonstrated adequate utility for marine 

quantitative monitoring and mapping of coastal PO ecosystems (Fornes et al., 2006; Sagawa et 

al., 2008) mainly in case of low water turbidity. Their exploitation requires generally a suitable 

atmospheric correction to remove, in particular, the significant noise from the aerosol load in the 

form of AOD (Borfecchia et al. 2013a, Cui et al. 2014; Borfecchia et al. 2016).In marine 

applications, the established methods for atmospheric pre-processing are based on the Near 

InfraRed (NIR) reflectance detected for the recovery of the aerosol parameters distribution, under 

the hypothesis of a zero water leaving radiance/reflectance in this channel (Vanhellemont & 

Ruddick, 2015) generally valid for open sea and oligotrophic waters (case I). On the other hand, 

this approach has proven to be less effective for monitoring shallow-water environments and 

seabed, including seagrass and PO coastal ecosystems (Loisel et al. 2013; Minu et al. 2014; 

Hossain et al. 2015). This is because the greater optical complexity in coastal waters, due to the 

high concentration of various optically active substances (case II waters), weakens the previous 

hypothesis (Dazhao et al.2010; Doerffer & Schiller 2007). New operational approaches based on 

the exploitation of SWIR reflectance for AOD recovery have recently been developed for the 

atmospheric correction of HR (10- 50 m of above ground resolution, a.g.r.) multispectral 

reflectance data (Vanhellemont et al. 2014; Franz et al. 2015; Pahlevan et al. 2017) to correctly 

address these difficulties in marine applications. The radiometric correction for quantitative 

coastal monitoring, in addition to AOD, must consider also other noise contributions like water 

column and the adjacency effects (Richter et al. 2006b; Loisel et al. 2013). Adjacency effects 

result from contamination of water reflectance of interface pixels (often including useful signals 

from PO plants) from contiguous land areas, depending on atmospheric scattering and AOD. In 

general, VHR systems have a mode of acquisition based on user demand and commercial 

distribution and lack of SWIR acquisition channels, so they are less effective for operational 

marine monitoring (requiring repeated acquisitions at low or no cost). The new generation of HR 

satellite sensors, like Landsat 8 Operational Land Imagery (L8OLI) and Sentinel 2, were 

developed for systematic acquisitions of visible (VIS), NIR and SWIR reflectances over the 

entire earth surface. Landsat 8 features more bands, an improved signal to noise ratio (SNR) and 

a more effective radiometry (12 bit) maintaining spatial resolution and revisit capabilities of the 

previous Landsat sensors. In such a way it can provide a more effective support to operational 

monitoring of coastal shallow waters and ecosystems (Dekker et al. 2005; Pahlevan et al. 2014; 

Franz et al. 2015; Hossain et al. 2015). Various works have concerned the mapping of PO 

meadows, seagrass and coastal habitats of shallow waters, using EOVHR/HR techniques.  
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Most of them have focused on the classification of the various types of density of algae, 

submerged plants or seabed cover (categorical variables) using VHR satellite sensors, without 

effective atmospheric correction (retrieval of AOD distribution) (Pasqualini et al. 2005; Sagawa 

et al. 2008, Wicaksono 2016). Others dealt with assessment of PO and seagrass biophysical 

parameters, like LAI or biomass (continuous variables) through satellite remote sensing 

techniques, use mainly regressive modelling based on sea truth calibration (Knudby & Nordlund 

2011; Wicaksono & Hafizt 2013). In general, the statistical approaches to map the categorical 

and continuous biophysical parameters distribution (associated to plants or earth environment) 

through remote sensing spectral responses, are typically based on classification and regression 

algorithms that exploit respectively their thematic and continuous modelling power. Therefore, 

the primary goal of this study is to test Landsat 8 OLI capabilities for mapping the PO meadows 

distributed along the shallow coastal waters of the central Tyrrhenian using this consolidated 

paradigm. These areas are often characterized by atmospheric turbidity and optical complexity 

of seawater, so this work can also provide an opportunity to exploit the new method for 

atmospheric correction recently implemented to improve the EO monitoring application in case 

II waters (Vanhellemont et al. 2015; Borfecchia et al. 2016).In this context the interest was 

moreover to compare various “image based” correction approaches(Richter et al. 2006a, 

Borfecchia et al. 2013a) for the satellite data radiometric pre-processing in order to remove 

atmospheric and other relevant noises (i.e. adjacency and water column effects). Therefore, the 

implemented methodology aims at evaluating the atmospherically corrected OLI reflectance for 

assessing the LAI continuous distribution and for discriminating the PO/substrate cover classes 

of seabed. To this end, the point station measurements, acquired during the 2013-2014 sea truth 

campaigns on selected PO meadows, are exploited as calibration/validation of extensive 

LAI/substrates distributions assessed trough remotely sensed data. 

2. Materials and methods 

  2.1 Study area 

The present work focuses on the coastal area close to Civitavecchia town (Figure 1), where 

our research group is carrying out PO monitoring activities and sea truth campaigns since various 

years (Borfecchia et al. 2013 a). These PO meadows are frequently threatened by anthropogenic 

activities linked with the coastal infrastructures as the harbours and power plant existing here 

(Borfecchia et al. 2013b). In addition, the water transparency is often reduced by the pollutants, 

nutrients and sediments load coming from dredging works of harbours, local urban coastal 

settlements, agricultural practices and local rivers discharges, with further impacts on the PO 
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ecosystems (Micheli et al. 2010; Raag et al. 2014). From an environmental point of view, the 

study area is characterized by a very complex ground morphology affecting wind regimes and 

coastal currents. Various minor streams with seasonal regime are distributed along shoreline and 

are often responsible for suspended matter and the consequent inputs of natural and 

anthropogenic pollutants in coastal waters (Gnisci et al. 2015). 

 

Figure 1 – Coastal study area in the middle Tyrrhenian sea, including the sea truth measurements stations with 

point LAI distribution in overlay to Landsat 8 OLI true colour acquired on 12-08-2013. The pre-existing PO limits 

(PO2000) surveys are reported in violet.   

2.2 EO and in situ data 

The sea truth acquisition was carried out during the years 2013 and 2014 according to the 

distribution of in situ measurement stations displayed in Figure 1. Each of 20 stations for the 

acquisition of PO plant samples has been identified using a three-character code (i.e. s01) and 

localized with the support of the GPS techniques on the most threatened meadow sites. The PO 

density [shoots/m2] and cover (%) were assessed with related uncertainties (Figure 2a) at station 

level, by averaging the punctual measurements collected using a sampling plot schema 

(Alcoverro et. al. 1995; Borfecchia et al. 2013 a; Lotfi et al. 2014). In every measuring station, 

the seabed prevalent type has been evaluated and assigned to 6 substrate classes (Figure 2 b): 
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rocky (R), prevalent rocky and sand (RS), mixed rocky and matte (RM), sand and matte (SM), 

sandy (S), matte (M). The station local bathymetry is also measured and recorded at the GPS 

coordinates. The sea truth campaign encompassed three stations (i.e. s12, s16 and s18) devoted 

to different measurements, related to water quality and chemical pollution parameters not 

included in this study. Thus, this work focuses only on the remaining 17 stations relative to PO 

meadow measurements. 

The PO LAI [m2/m2] was calculated with the related station error using the in situ and 

biometry data evaluated in laboratory from the PO samples (Borfecchia et al. 2013 a; Lotfi et al. 

2014). LAI is one of the most important biophysical parameter of plants linked with productivity 

and controlling also their interaction with light and environment, therefore it was widely 

exploited as sea truth synthesis for our testing purposes (Yang & Yang 2009; Borfecchia et al. 

2013a). The graph reported in Figure 2b shows the LAI values obtained for the 17 stations with 

the related uncertainties and substrate classes. 

Two Landsat 8 OLI multispectral frames (WRS path/row coordinates: 191,031) acquired 

on 12-08-2013 and 12-06-2014, were previously selected according to the sea truth campaign 

periods and some factors: the available satellite overpasses, cloud cover (which affected many 

acquired frames) the PO seasonal phenology cycles and favourable illumination guaranteed by 

adequate sun height. A pre-existing dataset of PO meadows distribution obtained mainly by 

means of traditional methods (in situ diving and scan-sonar surveys with manual mapping) and 

sea truth campaigns carried out in year 2000 (according to E.U. 92/43/EEC Habitat Directive), 

was introduced here, as PO2000 layer, to support the control and validation of achieved results. 
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Figure 2 (a) LAI [m2/m2] estimates and related error bars with substrate class for PO meadows of every measurement 

station. (b) Density [shoots/m2] and Cover (%) for the PO at measurement stations. 

2.3 Methodology 

First, various multispectral reflectance layers were produced in output from the different 

atmospheric pre-processing and the water column additional correction. Subsequently the 

various point spectral signatures extracted from these corrected layers at the 17 measurement 

stations, were used to test the relative thematic and regressive modelling capabilities. In the tests 

various parameters related to spectral classification/separability metric were estimated for the 

different in situ combination of PO/substrate thematic classes.  

In regression evaluation, the PO LAI of station data was assumed as a reference variable, to be 

modelled effectively through the corrected reflectance responses. The indicators assumed for the 

thematic performances are the spectral separability/overall accuracy (OA) while those adopted 

for the regression modelling suitability are the adjusted correlation level (R2
adj), Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE) and regression standard error (RSE). These formers refer to the 
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measurements variance fraction explained by the evaluated models, possibly corrected for the 

number of independent spectral variables (degrees of freedom) and the average fitting errors of 

sea truth data which provide complementary information about the model uncertainties.  

The spectral contribution of substrate, founded to be significant, was properly accounted for both 

testing procedures. In addition to an evaluation of the best radiometric pre-processing method for 

the PO and related seabed habitat assessment (one of the main work goals), the implemented 

procedures provided also indications about a more suitable classifier and better spectral indices 

on purpose introduced for enhancing the seagrass spectral responses. In the last modelling step, 

these achievements of the previous tests supported the assessment of final thematic products 

extended to entire area of interest. In the methodology schema reported in Figure 3, all processing 

steps are grouped into main procedures blocks (described in the following paragraphs) indicated 

by the red dashed contours. The point spectral signatures were extracted from multispectral layers 

obtained using the different pre-processing chains (Pre-processing block).  

 

Figure 3 – Schema of the implemented methodology. 
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They were tested even in the form of spectral indices ad hoc developed using regressive 

models and thematic accuracy/spectral separability methods. The performance was evaluated 

based on the PO LAI and seabed substrate distribution at the point sea truth stations (Data & pre-

processing assessment block). This block achievements supported the implementation of final 

modelling procedures for assessing the PO meadows LAI and benthic substrate classes 

distributions, over the entire area of interest (Modelling & classification block). 

The station points spectral signatures and indices, extracted from multispectral images 

obtained through different pre-processing chains, were coupled with the corresponding PO LAI 

point measurements and related substrate classes derived from sea truth surveys. These coupled 

datasets were exploited for assessing linear regression models:  

LAI =    ∑aibi+ a0    (1 

Where ai are the regression coefficients to be evaluated through best fit for errors 

minimization and bi is the water reflectance in ith wavelength. The best fit provides also the related 

confidence level (1-P-value) and correlation coefficient(R2) that are considered as model 

performance indicators, once adjusted for the independent variables contribution (R2
adj). The 

spectral separability/overall accuracy (OA) of the station spectral signatures, corrected by 

different pre-processing options, was similarly evaluated using a supervised classification 

schema and was considered as an indicator of their thematic mapping capability.  

The final distributions of PO LAI and substrate classes were then assessed along the entire 

coastal area of interest based on previous results.  

2.4 Pre-processing 

Our approach focuses on different operational options available for the essential pre-

processing of atmospheric correction, considering the above-mentioned features required for EO-

based coastal monitoring. The image-based atmospheric pre-processing (Richter et al., 2006a) 

was implemented using two software packages, Atmospheric Correction for OLI ‘lite’ –

ACOLITE- (Vanhellemont & Ruddick 2014) and ATCOR (Richter 2011) to recover the 

reflectance of seawater (bi) in the various spectral bands (indicated by the subscript) in the visible 

spectrum and NIR. The software provided different options for the distribution of aerosol noise 

and the estimate of adjacency effects:  

1. standard approach based on the NIR channel (without adjacency);  

2. new algorithm, with SWIR bands (without adjacency); 
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3. AOD flat trend (with adjacency).  

ATCOR performs the AOD automatic retrieval for constant atmospheric conditions (over 

entire scene) through well-established methods (i.e. dense dark vegetation/objects) with the 

removal of adjacency effects. 

The ACOLITE software is specifically dedicated to the atmospheric correction of HR 

multispectral images for marine and inland water applications (Vanhellemont and Ruddick 2015; 

Borfecchia et al. 2016), with a pixel-based AOD evaluation and automatic water surface 

discrimination, but without estimation and correction of adjacency effects. This tool allows to 

recover the AOD distribution using the usual method with the NIR channel and/or the new SWIR 

reflectance based approach (Doerffer et al. 2007; Vanhellemont and Ruddick 2015). Thus, the 

correct water reflectance was produced using these three-different atmospheric pre-processing 

options: ATCOR and ACOLITE with NIR and SWIR choices, indicated respectively with 

ATCOR, ACO-NIR and ACO-SWIR labels. 

In addition to the fundamental atmospheric correction, the pre-processing phase included 

a further image-based correction for the effects of water column noise based on the Lyzenga 

algorithm (Lyzenga 1981). According to this method (Sagawa et al., 2010) the indices 

independent of the water depth are introduced to minimise the contribution of the noise given by 

the water column (Mumby et al., 1998; Zoffoli et al., 2014). Water leaving reflectances are 

therefore expressed in logarithmic form of the relation between two different generic spectral 

bands i,j: 

𝐿𝑏𝑖 −
𝑘𝑖

𝑘𝑗
𝐿𝑏𝑗 = ln[

(𝑏𝑏𝑖−𝑏𝑤𝑖)

(𝑏𝑏𝑗−𝑏𝑤𝑗)
]

𝑘𝑖
𝑘𝑗     (2  

where Lbi=ln (bi-bwi), with ln denoting natural logarithm, bi and bwi being respectively the water 

reflectance in ith wavelength and the related value corresponding to extinction water depth, while 

bbi is the sea bottom reflectance in band ith. The ki represents the sea water diffuse attenuation 

coefficient in band i. The right member of the previous equation, in the form of two band ratio 

index, may be assumed dependent only on sea bottom reflectances bbi to the extent that bwi and 

ki/kj ratio may be considered spatially constant. This latter was estimated trough best fits of point 

spectral samples selected visually and corresponding to homogeneous sea beds and different 

bathymetries (Borfecchia et al., 2013a). Various Lyzenga indices were thus calculated by 

coupling the corrected reflectance in the various spectral bands. 
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During pre-processing step, the bathymetry (water depth) was estimated from EO data, 

to be exploited as auxiliary layer in the subsequent modelling section of the PO LAI final 

distribution on different benthic substrates. This is necessary since this variable is directly related 

to water column effects and it is also linked to the distribution of different substrates studied in 

our case (see next chapter). To this end, the atmospherically corrected reflectances are employed 

according to the Stumpf and Holderied approach (2003) for the depth retrieval in shallow water, 

based on the log-ratio transform algorithm. This method provides the wide bathymetry of the 

entire area of interest for properly considering the different seabed covers based on a specific 

calibration supported by in situ data. 

2.5 Data & processing assessment  

Evaluation of the L8OLI thematic capability was carried out through various methods 

related to the supervised spectral classification schemas and to the algorithms for the assessment 

of the PO distribution and the substrate types (Wabnitz et al. 2008).  

The station spectral signatures were derived for all the OLI first five reflectance bands, 

corrected with the three different atmospheric options and for the related Lyzenga’s indices, for 

six signature data sets obtained from the different pre-processing options (Figure 3). Local mean 

and Standard Deviation(SD) were extracted for each station based on 5x5 pixel square kernel 

(window) following the sea truth sampling distribution (Figure 1). The point spectral signatures 

were preliminarily analysed trying to evidence the diverse contributions from PO meadows and 

sea bed substrates. To this end, four couples of point spectral signatures are selected among the 

stations with different features in terms of substrates and PO LAI, to support their meaningful 

comparisons and evaluation of the reflectance general trends. We assumed that the formers are 

the main biophysical factors affecting the water reflectance at each station level. 

In the evaluation of regressive modelling capability, a preliminary selection was obtained 

from the spectral signatures, corresponding to the 11 stations with more homogeneous substrate 

(R and RS) to minimise the different contribution of the seabed reflectance. Therefore, some 

multivariate regressive models of PO LAI distribution have been implemented using point 

spectral signatures of the selected stations for supporting the introduction of two new normalized 

ratio-based indices. These normalized spectral indices focus on improving the responses of 

submerged vegetation while exploiting most of the spectral reflectance related to the LAI and the 

best OLI bands that penetrate the seawater: coastal (b1), blue(b2) and green (b3) (Yang & Yang 

2009). The new Normalized Coastal Vegetation Index (NCVI) is defined as: 
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 NCVI= (b1-b2) / (b1+b2)     (3 

It can be positively correlated to LAI through the above cited b1 rise and photosynthetic 

absorption in b2 band, as detailed in the next chapter. 

In this perspective, an additional normalized spectral index based on the OLI green band 

(b3) is introduced as Normalized Green Vegetation Index (NGVI) to better face any increase in 

water turbidity that limits the use of shorter wavelengths (Yang &Yang 2009): 

NGVI= (b3-b2) / (b3+b2)   (4 

This former also shows a positive behaviour in agreement with the PO LAI rise 

(photosynthetic absorption in blue radiation and reflectance in green one). 

The NCVI, NGVI and Lyzenga indices were then exploited as independent variables for the 

evaluation of the LAI distribution on the PO meadows at the rocky substrate stations through the 

regressive models. The use of spectral indices aims to investigate the improved radiometry and 

the spectral configuration of the OLI sensor and the typical optical behaviour of the submerged 

vegetation reflectance. In this way, the light absorption and reflection properties in the bands b1, 

b2 and b3 were exploited to discriminate the different seabed and the PO cover to also reduce the 

noise effects through these indices based on a ratio formulation (Yang & Yang 2009; Blondeau-

Patissier et al. 2014).  

Given the substrate influence, the assessment of classification processes considered the 

spectral signatures of the 17 stations and the merged versions of six substrate classes. It was 

possible to previously evaluate the specific thematic discrimination capability for different 

combination of PO LAI/bed substrates. The thematic accuracy, in term of overall accuracy (OA) 

and spectral separability were considered as performance parameters and assessed for the various 

signatures at the station and substrate level. These statistical parameters have evaluated using 

various methods: Euclidean distance (ED), transformed divergence (TD) and contingence matrix 

(CM) (Jensen 1996; Verhulp J. and Van Niekerk 2016). The CM refers to percent OA calculated 

using the results obtained from ED and maximum likelihood (ML) classifiers (Jensen 1996; 

ERDAS Field Guide, 1990-2013).  

 

2.6 Modelling & Classification 

The PO LAI distribution map was estimated in the entire area of interest based on 

previous results and the whole sea truth dataset of the 17 measurement stations. To this end, the 

most performant indices, previously tested on the more homogeneous substrates, were selected 
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for the distribution model, using a multivariate statistical approach. The model also included 

bathymetry to better consider the effects of water depth (Pasqualini et al. 2005), according to the 

preliminary evaluation of sea-truth dataset that showed a negative correlation between depth and 

LAI measurements. Finally, a multivariate regressive model was assessed, based on the sea-truth 

data and the atmospherically corrected multispectral indices, to be further applied for the 

extensive LAI assessment on different substrates that characterize the entire coastal area of 

interest. A “weighted” version of OLS (Ordinary least Square) has been applied to refine and 

improve this regressive approach, exploiting the uncertainties (derived from sea truth data) of the 

LAI parameter as inverse weighting factors in the final multivariate model. 

In agreement with the results of previous spectral separability/thematic accuracy analysis 

of the station point spectral signatures, the final thematic map of different seabed substrates was 

assessed using data and classifiers derived from the best performing pre-processing chain. The 

supervised classification approach produced seven class distribution maps, including the six 

classes corresponding to the sea truth substrates plus the deep water one (Calvo et al. 2010).   

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Pre-processing 

The AOD estimates of ATCOR atmospheric pre-processing as mean visibility in the two 

images of 2013 and 2014, were respectively 40 and 30 Km. The scene acquired in 2014 exhibits, 

in fact, a residual cloudiness over various land and seawater areas also widely affected by sun-

glint effects, due to the intense sea circulation flow generating surface waves (Figure 4c). 

 

 

Figure 4 - True color images of the 2013 (a) and 2014 (b, c) Landsat 8 OLI frames. The frames have been 

atmospherically corrected using the ACO-SWIR (a, b) and ATCOR (c) options. For the land background the red 

channel gray levels have been used. 

 

The ACOLITE application to the 2013 frame produced a corrected image that look 

visually good (Figure 4a) while those obtained from the 2014 confirmed the sea waves, higher 
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aerosol load and the atmosphere turbidity during the acquisition of the multispectral images. The 

retrieval algorithm of the water reflectance for this image could not obtain reliable results in a 

significant portion of the entire area, represented in Figure 4b as red coloured regions. Similar 

residual noise effects are visible in the results obtained with ATCOR code (Figure 4c). 

Considering these problems, the 2014 scene was excluded from the subsequent processing 

phases. 

The Lyzenga indices (Table 1) were derived from the three versions of atmospherically 

corrected multispectral images, using the selected spectral signatures on a homogeneous seabed 

(Borfecchia et al., 2013a). The Table 1 includes the ratios of diffuse attenuation coefficients in 

seawater ki/kj (the subscript indicates the spectral band), estimated for the different atmospheric 

correction options and the spectral bands.  

Table 1. Water depth independent Lyzenga indices and related water diffuse coefficient ratio (ki/kj) assessed using 

best fits (with resulting R2) on homogeneous sea bed cover. In the column 1 the different Lyzenga indices are 

specified using a prefix: At, An and As refer to reflectances atmospherically corrected using, respectively, ATCOR, 

ACO-NIR and ACO-SWIR options and two subscripts indicating the exploited reflectance channels.   

 

 

n. point 
spectral 
signatures ki/kj R2 

At21 5 0.966 0.501 

At32 6 0.476 0.437 

At42 9 1.1 0.613 

An21 8 1.2 0.544 

An31 5 0.893 0.429 

An32 5 0.464 0.551 

As31 5 0.402 0.252 

As32 7 0.306 0.425 

As42 7 0.761 0.486 

 

These ratios were used to derive the Lyzenga’s water depth independent indices used for 

water column radiometric correction. Each entry in the first column indicates the relative 

atmospheric correction option (i.e. the prefixes At, An, As state respectively for the processing 
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options: ATCOR, ACO-NIR and ACO-SWIR), while the subscripts specify the spectral bands 

used for the numerator and the denominator of the Lyzenga indices. The number of point spectral 

signatures of the seabed, exploited for the best fits estimates and related correlation coefficients 

(R2), are also reported.  The correct data through ACO-SWIR have been selected for the 

bathymetry assessment, considering the best performances demonstrated in modelling the PO 

LAI distribution (see next paragraphs). 

 

3.2 Data & processing assessment  

 

Figure 5 refers to the signature pairs of stations in which only the substrate is the changing 

factor, instead the other two spectral signatures pairs of Figure 6 refer to the stations where only 

the LAI value of the PO is different. 

Figure 5 - Atmospherically corrected (using different options) spectral signatures referring to measurement station 

couples with the similar LAI values of PO meadows on different substrate. 

Figure 5a shows signatures of two stations where PO LAI and bathymetry values look 

quite similar (table in overlay) while their substrates are different (RS, SM). The same situation 

occurs for the other two signatures of the stations included in the next graph (Figure 5b), 

characterized by substrates R and M and by slightly different water depths. From these graphs it 

follows that the reflectance values of rocky substrates (mixed and pure) are in general higher than 

others, in the various OLI bands and for the all atmospheric correction options (except those from 

option -3 in second graph). The reflectance of the spectral signatures in the first two stations, 

obtained from the ACO-SWIR option (-3), show the lowest variation and a minimum value with 

respect to the signatures obtained from the different options of atmospheric correction. In general, 
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the differences between the corrected spectral signatures of the two stations drop to zero starting 

from red channel (b4). 

The two graphs of Figure 6 refer to pairs of measurement stations where the PO LAI 

values exhibit a significant increase (doubling) while the other two parameters remain quite 

unaltered. In synthesis, from the Figure 5 graph, a substrate type contribution to the corrected 

reflectance can be observed, while these latest graphs evidence an increase of reflectance in the 

visible bands that may be preliminarily imputed to the PO LAI rise.  

 

Figure 6 - Atmospherically corrected (using different options) spectral signatures referring to measurement station 

couples with the same sea bed substrate and different LAI of PO meadow. 

Successive ANOVA analysis results using all the spectral signatures confirm the 

dependence of correct reflectance on the substrate class, used as treatment discrete variable (one-

way ANOVA). This dependence is more evident in the shorter wavelength channels and is 

highest in the reflectance corrected via ACO-SWIR option with a confidence level greater than 

95% (Fisher’s F-value=3.209254 and Proba=0.045452 for b1, Fisher’s F-value=3.463204 and 

Proba=0.036155 for b2). Based on these analytical results, we may assume a significant 

reflectance contribution from the different substrates. 

Figure 7 shows the reflectance trends for these OLI bands obtained by the different 

atmospheric approaches for all measurement stations. In the upper graph (Figure 7a) b1 

reflectance values are the highest referring to ATCOR correction, instead the b2 values replace 

them in the other two reflectance trends (Figures 7b and 7c) corrected by means of ACOLITE 

tool. However, the trends of band b3 show the lowest reflectance values for all stations. The 

average values of the three bands were found lower for the ACO-NIR option, while those 
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obtained with the ACO-SWIR method in the b2 were higher than those obtained from ATCOR 

correction which also highlighted the largest standard deviation in all three bands. 

 

 

Figure 7 - Spectral signatures (reflectance * 10 -4) of the measurement stations in the shortwaves (bands:1,2,3) 

obtained from the three different atmospheric correction procedures: (a) ATCOR, (b) ACONIR, (c) ACO-SWIR.  

Based on previous considerations, a preliminary selection of the spectral signatures in the 

11 stations with the most homogeneous substrate (rocky: R, RS) was carried out with the 
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objective to suitably test modelling capability of the OLI sensor for the PO LAI distribution, 

minimising, at the same time, the contribution of the seabed type.  

Various PO LAI regression models were then assessed using the selected spectral 

signatures and the different bands combination within the five available, to evaluate the most 

performing in term of correlation (R2
adj) and confidence level (P-value). According to the results 

of the preliminary analysis on spectral signatures concerning pairs of the measurement stations 

with different substrate/LAI (Figures 5-6) the best multivariate models are based on the correct 

spectral responses in the first three OLI bands (Table 2). 

Table 2. Coefficients and statistics parameters of the regressive multivariate linear models for LAI [m2/m2] of PO 

meadow of measurement stations on rocky substrate using the three Landsat 8 OLI blue-green spectral responses 

atmospherically corrected by means of different methods.   

  

Coefficient p-value(t) Model statistics 

  b1 0.0560698 0.10642 RMSE 0.551632 

ATCOR b2 -0.0534346 0.15221 R2
adj 0.278508 

  b3 -0.0051463 0.57247 P-Value(F) 0.165659 

  b1 0.0823661 0.01430 RMSE 0.443774 

ACO-NIR b2 -0.0771459 0.02666 R2
adj 0.533065 

  b3 0.00718329 0.44180 P-Value(F)  0.040110 

  b1 0.0869734 0.01506 RMSE 0.450394 

ACO-SWIR b2 -0.0776784 0.02900 R2
adj 0.519031 

  b3 0.00431423 0.59677 P-Value(F) 0.044259 

 

Table 2 includes the variables and correlation coefficients (R2
adj) with RMSE and 

confidence levels related to the multivariate regressive models estimated for PO LAI using these 

OLI spectral responses, atmospherically corrected using the three different options (ATCOR, 

ACO-NIR, ACO-SWIR). Although all the correlation coefficients of the multivariate regressive 

models happen to be quite acceptable (Table 2) those obtained using the ACOLITE method are 

the highest and are characterized by a most relevant confidence level (R2
adj> 0.5 and P-value (F) 

< 5*10-2) with lowest RMSE. These model coefficients show opposite signs (positive for b1 and 
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b3and negative for b2) which means an increase in coastal and green spectral responses with a 

reduction in the blue corresponding to the rise in PO LAI.  

The red-blue and NIR absorbing and reflecting properties of terrestrial photosynthetic 

vegetation happen to be similar to those above evidenced for seagrass/PO and have been widely 

and usefully exploited as NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) for enhancing the 

specific spectral responses of vegetal plants. Thereby, NCVI and NGVI have been introduced to 

exploit the same capability in monitoring marine vegetation by exploiting the OLI visible bands: 

coastal, blue (absorbing) and green (reflecting), which are more effective and penetrating than 

NIR channel in the seawater. In fact, the spectral indices of NGVI and of NCVI have proven an 

enhanced correlation in term of R2
adj and RMSE with the LAI values measured in the 11 stations. 

Table 3 shows the parameters found for univariate models based on the NCVI derived from 

correct reflectance obtained from the three different atmospheric correction methods. 

 

Table 3. Correlation coefficients and regression parameters of LAI linear univariate models, based on spectral 

NCVI index and measurement stations on rocky substrate.   

 

ATCOR ACO-NIR ACO-SWIR 

RMSE 0.658619 0.527396 0.506543 

R2
adj 0.318957 0.487066 0.526828 

P-Value(F) 0.040960 0.010163 0.006902 

RSE 0.671845 0.583059 0.560004 

F(1,9) 5.683353 10.49567 12.13394 

 

With respect to the previous tests, based on the three-single band reflectances, the 

correlation (R2
adj), RMSE, RSE and confidence level (as 1- P-value(F)) improve for all the 

models and particularly for that based on the ACO-SWIR option, whose parameters are reported 

in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Regressive model of LAI based on the ACOLITE-SWIR spectral index and measurement stations on rocky 

substrate.  DVM= Dependent. 

 Coefficient Std.Err.  t ratio  p-value 

const 3.96373 0.613603 6.4598 0,0001 

NCVI 43.4501 12.4735 3.4834 0.0069 

DVM 1.908828  SQM  0.814107 

RSS 2.822444  RSE 0.560004 

RMSE 0.506543   R2
adj  0.526828 

4F(1, 9) 12.13394  
4P-value(F)  0.006902 

Variable Mean, RSS=Sum of squared residuals, RMSE= Root Mean Square Error, SQM = Dependent Variable Standard 

Deviation, RSE = Standard Error of regression, R2
adj= adjusted correlation coefficients, 4 F-statistic model estimates. 

 

In addition to a sufficient correlation (R2=0.61) the NCVI regression coefficient here is 

positive (proportionality with LAI) and the confidence level of the model increases up to 99% 

compared to the previous one based on the single ACO-SWIR bands. Therefore, NCVI derived 

from the ACO-SWIR atmospheric correction shows the most valid capability to capture the LAI 

variations in terms of effective correlation (R2
adj= 0.5268), RMSE and relative P-value (F), better 

than 10-2. Furthermore, these parameters of the univariate regression model, based on the NCVI 

(Table 4) were significant and more favourable than those of the previous multivariate models. 

In our approach, this spectral index can be considered preliminarily useful in monitoring of 

seagrass and PO LAI. Lyzenga indices demonstrate a less effective utility to capture a continuous 

pattern of the PO LAI distribution, so the relative results are not reported. 

Figure 8 shows various distributions of spectral indices obtained from the pre-processed 

reflectance layers, the false colour combination of Lyzenga indices (Figure 8 a), the NCVI 

(Figure 8 b) and the NGVI (Figure 8 c) both in pseudo-colour scale.  
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Figure 8 - True color image of the Lyzenga’s indices (As31, As32, As42 of Table 1) obtained from the ACO-SWIR pre-

processing a), pseudo-color distribution maps of NCVI b) and NGVI c) indices. 

 

A total of 34 spectral signatures, which refer to spectral reflectances (17) and to Lyzenga 

indices (17) are then processed using the three atmospheric correction methods to evaluate their 

thematic mapping function for the different seabed in each station.  

The same method was applied to the six spectral signatures merged at substrate level to assess 

the thematic discrimination ability. Outcomes obtained from these two data sets are included in 

Table 5, where the spectral separability (TD, ED) and OA estimates are indicated.  

Table 5. OA (%) derived from contingency matrices and separability (TD, ED) between the spectral signatures based 

on the differently atmospherically corrected reflectances (Norm) and Lyzenga indices (Lyz) related to all 

measurement stations (first four rows) and different substrates (last four rows). The m suffix indicates merge 

substrate. 

  

ATCOR ACO-NIR ACO-SWIR 

          Metric  Norm Lyz Norm Lyz Norm Lyz 

sep. TD 1999.9 1955.6 1947.9 1569.2 1955.7 1595.7 

sep. ED 86.4 1.513 58.3 1.3718 66.3 1.4232 

OA (%) MC_ML 48.35 55.55 15.28 22.82 87.3 34.71 

OA (%) MC_ED 79.86 39.42 52.45 28.14 63.74 33.37 

sep. TD_m 1935.6 1796.4  1523.4 1452.1 1853.9 1531.3 

sep. ED_m 69.81 1.331 62.7 1.275 76.6 1.396 

OA (%) MC_ML_m 54.48 39.4 1.75 30.48 78.42 42.32 

OA (%) MC_ED_m 68.06 41.21 54.57 48.26 56.73 57.12 
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The most favourable results for each metric parameter are reported in bold characters. 

Most of the best results for the spectral signatures of the 17 stations are concentrated in 

the first column of Table 5 (bold digits), corresponding to the reflectance spectral layers corrected 

by ATCOR (Norm), except for a single reference to the CM (MC-ML) methods obtained from 

ACO-SWIR option (normal). The highest scores of merged signatures are equally distributed in 

Table 5 between the “Norm” columns of ATCOR and ACO-SWIR (ED_m and MC-ML_m) 

where the Lyzenga index results are poorer in all cases. 

 

3.3 Modelling & classification 

Based on the previous test results obtained for the 11 stations with more homogeneous substrates, 

the global PO LAI distribution was assessed using the regression multivariate model, exploiting 

NCVI and NGVI indices as independent variables for all 17 measurement stations. Although the 

regression parameters, estimated using the entire data set (R2=0.669, R2
adj=0.593 and P-

value=0.0019) were already adequate, an additional improvement was obtained using the 

measurement errors shown in Figure 9, as weighting factors of a “weighted” multivariate model.  

 

Figure 9 –  Measured versus modelled LAI [m2/m2] scatterplot obtained from the corrected OLS multivariate model 

in all measurement stations. The error bars and different substrates were indicated according the legend. 
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These last results were reported in Table 6 where the increases of correlation and 

confidence level are evidenced (R2=0.817, R2
adj=0.7619 and P-value=0.000064). 

Table 6. OLS multivariate weighted model using the 17 stations sea truth data with both NCVI and NGVI spectral 

indices exploited with water depth as independent variables. 

 Coefficient Std.Err.  t ratio  p-value 

const 6.70801 1.07813 6.2219 <0.0001 

Depth −0.595456 0.091106 −6.5359 <0.0001 

NCVI 25.4591 11.5286 2.2083 0.0458 

NGVI −10.4495 4.49371 −2.3254 0.0369 

DVM 2.3712  SQM 1.3332 

RSS 2.97666  RSE  0. 4785 

RMSE 0.41844   R2
adj  0.7619 

F (3. 13) 18.0673  P-value(F)  0.000064 

DVM= Dependent Variable Mean, RSS=Sum of squared residuals, RMSE= Root Mean Square Error, SQM = Dependent 

Variable Standard Deviation, RSE = Standard Error of regression, R2
adj= adjusted correlation coefficients, 4 F-statistic model 

estimates. 

 

The PO LAI distribution (Figure 10) on the whole study area was then estimated using 

the coefficients of the last weighted regressive model with the previously tested spectral indices 

and bathymetry (depth) layers: 

 

LAI = 25.4591 (NCVI)−10.4495 (NGVI)−0.5954 (depth) + 6.70801 (5 

 

The estimated coefficients of water depth and NGVI were found negative while that of 

NCVI was positive. This means correctly that the LAI reduction is directly linked to bathymetry 

and NGVI increases, while this trend involves NCVI decreases, in agreement with growing blue 

photosynthetic absorption. The ranges and variance of the sea truth measured LAI have been 

exploited here for model constraints to avoid unreliable values. 
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Figure 10 – LAI [m2/m2] distribution of PO meadows obtained from the assessed weighted OLS multivariate 

model. 

 

The Figure 11 shows the substrate distribution map, obtained from the supervised 

classification procedure, based on the stations spectral signatures previously merged into the six 

classes. More detailed maps are also reported in the following figures (Figure 11a, Figure 11b, 

Figure 11c) and indicated here with dashed black boxes, to detail the distributions of PO LAI and 

substrates. 
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Figure 11– Thematic distribution of the sea bed substrates produced by means of ED classification of the 

atmospherically corrected (ATCOR) Landsat 8 OLI frame acquired on 12-08-2013. Detailed distributions of both 

the LAI of PO meadows and related substrates for the indicated subareas (a,b,c) were reported respectively in the 

Figure 11a, Figure 11b and Figure 11c. 

 

The ED classifier was exploited for the final assessment of substrates map, as it was 

considered more suitable to deal with both the spectral discrimination of seabed and the potential 

disagreement with the normal distribution resulting from the substrate merging operation. As 

reported in the last four rows of the Table 5, there is a substantial equivalence between the 

performance of the merged spectral signatures, derived from the ATCOR and ACO-SWIR 

atmospheric options, even if ATCOR operates globally better than the others at the substrate 

level.  
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Finally, a general agreement was observed between the two modelled output layers, for 

the substrates (Figure 11) and PO LAI (Figure 10) distributions, with the pre-existing limits of 

the meadows (PO2000) and the sea-truth data. This is highlighted in the detail maps, where many 

areas prove the accordance between the lower boundaries of PO meadows with the distribution 

of matte substrates (M, RM, SM). The evaluated LAI map well fits the complex distribution of 

PO on R and RS substrates along the South-Eastern coast of S. Marinella (Figure 11a, right corner 

below) while the PO meadows are absent, as can be expected, in the main harbour with prevalent 

RS substrate (Figure 11b). According to typical output of regressive modelling, the PO LAI trend 

has mostly found to be continuous, also because our study area is characterized by regions with 

dense growth. Although a patchier distribution could have been obtained if the measurement 

errors were explicitly accounted for lowering in model constraints, this would have strongly 

limited the distribution of PO meadows in many areas, in disagreement with the PO2000 

reference data. 

 

Figure 11a - Detailed distributions of both the LAI of PO meadows (a) and related substrates (b) for the 

subarea a indicated in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11b - Detailed distributions of both the LAI of PO meadows (a) and related substrates (b) for the 

subarea b indicated in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11c - Detailed distributions of both the LAI of PO meadows (a) and related substrates (b) for the 

subarea c indicated in Figure 11. 

 

3.4. Achievements & remarks 

The performance of regressive models, estimated for the PO LAI on homogeneous substrate 

(Table 3), is comparable with that obtained in other works that use equivalent approaches and 

remote sensing data to map the same or similar plant parameters. For example, a determination 

coefficient (R2) in the 0.19-0.55 range was reported for the LAI regressive models of tropical 

seagrasses, using different spectral variables derived from ASTER multispectral HR data 

(Wicaksono & Hafizt 2013) and Lyzenga algorithm, for the water column correction.  
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Other authors have implemented and improved regression models to evaluate the spread 

of seagrass biomass along the Zanzibar coast, through both the reflectance responses acquired by 

IKONOS VHR sensor and the image-based bathymetry, as an auxiliary variable (Knudby & 

Nordlund 2011). In this context, they obtained a correlation range (0.57-0.83) quite like that 

achieved here for PO LAI mapping over the different seabed substrates (Table 6). In the same 

work, a thematic accuracy (OA) between 57% to 77.7%, was reached to map seagrass and a ML 

classifier was applied with a similar number of classes related to substrates and plant density, 

including deep water. Accuracy levels like ours (Table 5) were obtained using Landsat 

TM/ETM+ and IKONOS multispectral data for the mapping of seagrass habitat in tropical areas 

(Wabnitz et al., 2008), without atmospheric corrections. Better results (OA between 79% and 

85%) have been achieved through Landsat 8 OLI and TM for seagrass change detection with an 

atmospheric correction (FLAASH) like that of ATCOR (Misbari & Hashim 2016).  These results 

are quite justified since in this case they dealt with just two classes: dense and homogeneous 

vegetation to be distinguished from another class of background (mud/sand), mostly in clear 

waters. Thus, in this context our outcomes look globally comparable with the previous above 

cited, considering also the different conditions and processing methods. IKONOS and ASTER 

(15 m) sensors provide superior a.g.r. respect that of OLI and the lower water turbidity of tropical 

coastal shallow waters represent a more favourable conditions respect to ours. 

The results of the present work may therefore provide a preliminary indication about the 

Landsat 8 OLI sensor suitability for coastal ecosystems and shallow waters monitoring, 

specifically for PO mapping purposes, strongly dependent on the radiometric pre-processing 

procedure for atmospheric noise removal.  

The reflectance data, corrected using the new ACOLITE package with the SWIR option 

suitable for optically complexes waters, were the most effective for monitoring and modelling 

the continuous distribution of seagrass biophysical parameters. The PO LAI was effectively 

evaluated by means of these data under form of NCVI and NGVI spectral indices on the purpose 

developed. The ATCOR software, instead has proven more effective for thematic discrimination 

of PO LAI/substrate different combinations. The two methods of atmospheric correction provide 

responses that reveal similar capacity in detection seabed substrates types. The usual approach 

based on NIR channel, to evaluate AOD distribution, by ACOLITE, has shown the worst results 

in this context. The improvement contribution by means of Lyzenga water column correction 

was equally found useless. 

Despite the proper characterization of LAI local distribution at the station level, the 

limited number of measurement points did not allow a more detailed test of the implemented 
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models. In any case, in accordance with the work general objectives, the level of 

correlation/significance and spectral separability/accuracy (in line with the pre-existing PO 

distribution) have provided useful data assessment and preliminary indications to pursue future 

research in this coastal environment. 

Although also the 2014 OLI multispectral image was initially selected for processing, it 

was subsequently discarded because of thin cloud cover on areas of interest, not easily detectable 

on sight. The cloud-free images availability from HR sensors represents a significant limit to 

their exploitation in operational monitoring of seagrass ecosystems, which require specific 

observation periods. In addition, remote sensing of the submerged vegetation involves further 

difficulties arising from the shallow water conditions. In fact, factors such as rise of water 

turbidity due to surface/water column dynamism increase with sediment concentration rise, 

further reduce the number of exploitable acquisitions. Sentinel 2 MSI HR multispectral polar 

sensors (dual satellite platforms implemented in the ESA COPERNICUS program) make a 

multiplatform approach possible and may offer new opportunities to considerably reduce this 

limiting factor in the use of remote sensing HR data for coastal monitoring. 

 

4. Conclusion 

The results achieved have proven the effectiveness of Landsat OLI sensor for 

seabed/PO/seagrass mapping and monitoring in the optically complex shallow water, evidencing 

the specific atmospheric correction relevance. Through its acquisition channels, improved in 

terms of spectral and radiometry features and with the introduction of the new costal band, it was 

possible to produce suitable distribution maps of PO LAI and seabed substrates in a significant 

region of the middle Tyrrhenian coast. These achievements also lead to a positive evaluation of 

the usefulness of the HR multispectral data, provided by the new generation of Landsat-like 

satellite sensors (i.e. Landsat 8 OLI, Sentinel 2 MSI) for the effective, integrated and operative 

monitoring of the coastal marine ecosystems. A further preliminary indication, arising from the 

present work for the critical atmospheric pre-processing, is that the ability to remove the 

adjacency effects should be considered, in addition to an effective per-pixel retrieval of AOD 

parameters, especially in case of widespread of the seagrass and PO meadows at land-sea 

boundaries. In any case, further work is needed in this marine research sector, where mapping 

and operational monitoring of seagrasses and coastal shallow water habitats, also aim at 

improving studies of the latest potentials of HR multispectral satellite sensors and new 

approaches for a more adequate atmospheric correction of coastal water reflectance data. 
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7.2 Case study 2: MODIS and Suspended Particulate Matter 

The Gulf of Gaeta, in the western margin of central Italy, is characterized by a coastal 

morphology that creates a natural sheltered area in which fine sediment settles. The new port 

regulatory plan foresees dock expansions and dredging works that could alter the suspended 

particulate matter (SPM) concentration. The present study investigates the dynamics of the Gulf 

of Gaeta with a focus on the dynamic processes that affect the fine particle concentration. The 

study was conducted through a multidisciplinary approach that involves remote sensing 

acquisitions (satellite imagery and X-band radar), in situ measurements (water sampling, wave 

buoy, weather station, turbidity station, CTD profiles), and numerical modelling (SWAN and 

Delft3D FLOW). The X-band radar system supports the analysis of the dynamic processes of the 

SPM concentration providing a large dataset useful for the hydrodynamic model’s validation. 

The analysis reveals a strong influence of nearby rivers in modulating the SPM at the regional 

scale. Short-term high and low fluctuations in SPM concentration within the gulf are triggered 

by the local effect of the main physical forces. In particular, the direction of events and bottom 

sediment resuspension play a key role in modulating the SPM concentration while micro-tidal 

regime does not appear to influence turbidity in the study area. This approach represents an 

important tool in improving the long-term coastal management strategy from the perspective of 

sustainable human activities in marine coastal ecosystems.  
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1. Introduction 

Estuaries and coasts are precious and sensitive environments that have remained strategic 

points of human settlement through history, with consequent persistent and intense impacts on 

coastal ecosystems [1]. Marine and terrestrial processes constantly affect coastal areas and 

influence their evolution over various time scales. Flows and sediments input on a continental 

shelf depend largely on the climate of a region and on the characteristics of the local catchment 

area, which together influence the hydrology of rivers [2,3]. The terrestrial inputs of material and 

the interactions between continental waters and coastal dynamics drive deposition and transport 

processes that influence ecological conditions for species reproduction and development. In the 

Mediterranean Sea, the terrestrial inorganic inputs are major fertilization sources, especially in 

the Adriatic and Aegean Basin [4], and the continental inputs influence food webs and the 

maintenance of fishing stocks in estuarine and coastal seas [5,6]. Rapid land cover changes over 

wide areas into the watershed also impact water and sediment fluxes. This has caused a 

significant shift in ecosystem dynamics, and scientific evidence of the adverse effects of 

anthropogenic fluxes are demonstrated by, as an example, a continuous decline in seagrasses 

[7,8] which represents a biodiversity hotspot in the Mediterranean Sea [9]. 

The interactions between terrestrial inputs and circulation forcing was previously 

investigated in several coastal sites such as the South Atlantic Bight [10], Mobile Bay [11,12], 

the Columbia River Delta [13], the Patos Lagoon [14] and the Black Sea [15]. Numerous studies 

in Mediterranean coastal areas focused on the dynamic of SPM discharged by the Rhône [16,17] 

and Po rivers [18], which are the main rivers of the Mediterranean Basin. Some studies have 

assessed coastal areas influenced by smaller rivers [19,20] that, despite their low flows, can also 

have a high local impact because they rapidly bring terrestrial material to the sea. These studies 

are accomplished through field data analysis, remote sensing, and analytical and numerical model 

experiments. Studies conducted in the Mediterranean Sea primarily focus on the analysis of 

nutrients, organic matter and contaminants released; multidisciplinary approaches of the coastal 

processes that affect the distribution of suspended particulate matter are currently rare for the 

Italian coastal area.  

Remote sensors have enabled synoptic studies that monitor oceanic and atmospheric 

phenomena, such as marine pollution [21], algal blooms [22] and river plume dynamics [14]; 

however, their application (in the case of satellite data acquired at visual or infrared spectral 

bands) is often limited to cloud-free days and, furthermore, to large-scale patterns due to their 

low spatial resolution [23,24]. The radar systems within remote sensors allow measurements of 
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the sea state and surface currents with accuracy and spatial resolution. The ‘Remocean’ system 

provides a surface current estimation using a normalized scalar product procedure developed by 

Serafino et al. [25], which has given robust agreement with respect to in situ observations [26] 

and demonstrates an ability to resolve turbulent structures observed within the coastal boundary 

layer [27]. This work is the first to use an X-band radar system to analyze the hydrodynamic 

processes and the associated dynamics of suspended particulate matter.  

Sediment flux toward the sea is primarily driven by natural factors (geography, 

geomorphology, geology, and climate change) [2] and large-scale human activities such as dams, 

jetties, and other coastal constructions. These factors challenge natural processes and alter the 

sedimentary balance [28].  

Previous studies demonstrated that the river plume dynamic is primarily controlled by the 

wind intensity and direction [29–32] and tidal action [33–35]. Together with terrestrial inputs, 

the resuspension of bottom sediments modulates the turbidity of coastal waters. In shallow, 

micro-tidal environments, the resuspension is primarily induced by surface gravity waves; 

however, in a sheltered coastal area, wind stress plays a fundamental role in bottom sediment 

resuspension [36,37]. 

Marine phenomena, such as flooding and erosion during storm events, represent a natural 

source of damage to coastal systems [38] and human properties. In micro-tidal environments, 

such as the Mediterranean Sea, storm waves are the principal driver of short-term coastal erosion 

and flooding and are the main factor controlling the hydrodynamics that lead to the 

morphological structure of beaches. In the Mediterranean Sea, storms originate from the “sub-

synoptic lows” triggered by the major North Atlantic synoptic systems entering the 

Mediterranean Sea [39]. The study area is located on the western margin of central Italy and 

focuses on a gulf with characteristic exposure to meteorological events. This morphological 

feature produces a naturally sheltered area that is characterized by the settling of fine sediments. 

Humans have long taken advantage of its natural morphology and have urbanized the 

surrounding land. There are many marine activities such as those associated with ports as well 

as fish and mussel farming. The new port regulatory plan provides for dock expansions and 

dredging works that could alter nearby suspended particulate matter (SPM) concentrations. 

This study is the first to investigate the dynamic of the Gulf of Gaeta with a focus on the 

dynamic processes that affect fine particle concentration within a coastal site. In the analyzed 

coastal area, the presence of a river delta is a natural source of siltation that stresses benthic 
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communities [40], and new coastal works may further enhance the pressure on benthic 

organisms. 

The study was conducted in a multidisciplinary approach that involves remote sensing 

acquisitions (satellite imagery and X-band radar), in situ measurements (water sampling, wave 

buoy, weather stations and turbidity stations) and numerical modelling (SWAN and Delft-3D 

FLOW). Knowledge regarding the natural fluctuations in turbidity in the study area represents 

an important tool for recognizing the effects of human activities on marine environments. This 

enables a more effective coastal management strategy that is based on suitable threshold values 

during dredging activities. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Morphological and Sedimentologic Aspects of the Study Area  

The study area is enclosed within the coastal stretch between Mt. Circeo (North) and Mt. 

Procida (South) in the Central-Eastern Tyrrhenian Sea, Italy, which includes the southern part of 

the Lazio region and the northern part of the Campania region (Figure 1). The coastal area 

overlooks the archipelago of the Pontine Islands, which extends for more than 30 km parallel to 

the mainland coast. 

The mainland morphology is affected by the Aurunci Mountains with high rocky 

shorelines in the north sector and by the alluvional deposits of the Garigliano and Volturno rivers 

in the southern sector [41] (Figure 1). The high rocky shorelines are primarily composed of 

carbonates, and arenaceous formations occur proceeding south from the Garigliano River [40]. 

The coastline morphology of the Gulf of Gaeta, which separates the southern and northern sectors 

of the study area, is completely transformed in armor coast, where multiple anthropic activities 

such as naval traffic and fisheries persist. The continental shelf shows a maximum extension in 

the southern sector near the Garigliano river mouth (approximately 20 km). This shelf narrows 

proceeding southward and northward (approximately 10 km) [42]. The Garigliano River drains 

the territories between the Aurunci mountains and Mt. Massico, and its coastal plain is delimited 

northeast by the Roccamonfina volcano [43,44]. Among the southern Italian rivers, the Volturno 

River has the highest mean flow (approximately 102 m3 s−1), and the mean flows of this river 

were higher than those of the Garigliano [45]. Fresh waters from the Garigliano River appear to 

have a limited influence on a coastal area that extends north from the river up to the Gulf of 

Gaeta, while the Volturno River waters are distributed both northward and southward [40]. The 

Garigliano river bed load sediments are primarily composed of calcite and dolomite, whereas the 
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Volturno river bed load sediments have high quartz, feldspar and smectite contents. Comparable 

mineral associations were found in the suspended loads of the Garigliano and Volturno rivers 

and in the marine environment [40,41]. The sediment distribution of the study area appears to be 

strongly influenced by the Volturno and Garigliano rivers. 

The northern sector of the study area shows sediment distribution that is clearly 

influenced by fine materials from the Garigliano River. The influence of this river extends up to 

the Gulf of Gaeta, where sediments finer than those normally found at the same depths are present 

[40,46]. The mean grainsize within the Gulf shows values from 0 to 5 phi, corresponding to 

coarse sand and coarse silt respectively. Furthermore, the sediment texture is characterized by an 

eastward decreasing muddy component, from 63% near Stendardo jetty to 6% near Monte Scauri 

[47,48]. This gradient reflects the benthic biocenosis structure which varies from typical muddy 

bottoms biocenosis to those of mixed sediment bottoms with a high detritus content [40]. 

2.2. Brief Description of Methodology 

The aim of the study is to analyze the contribution of main physical forcings on the coastal 

dynamic of the Gulf of Gaeta using an integrated approach involving in situ measurements, 

remote sensing observations and numerical simulations. The proposed approach/methodology is 

based on the following steps:  

- An analysis of wave data to determine storm classes and the characteristics of storm waves (see 

paragraph 3.1); 

- The reproduction of surface currents and wave fields induced by storm events using numerical 

models and comparison with X-band radar measures (see paragraph 3.2); 

- An analysis of the pattern distribution of the suspended particle matter (SPM) concentration at 

the regional scale based on satellite imagery (see paragraph 3.4); 

- An evaluation of the contributions of the physical forcing on the coastal dynamic within the 

Gulf of Gaeta (see paragraph 3.5). 

The instruments and techniques used in this work are reported in the following 

paragraphs. 

Wave data records were used to define the characteristics of waves in the study area, and 

statistical analyses of storms were used to determine the storm classes and the characteristics of 

storm waves. 
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Figure 1. Regional view of the study area with a detail of the Gulf of Gaeta (red rectangle) and the localization of 

devices installed in the study area. (a) Wave buoy in the Gulf of Gaeta; (b) X-band radar installed on the lighting 

pole; (c) Turbidity station installed on the dock. 

The circulations induced by the various storm classes were then reproduced by DELFT-

3D numerical models to reproduce historical events in the study area. The ‘Remocean’ X-band 

radar system acquired current field and waves data for the reproduced events. A comparison of 

the surface current and wave data recorded from radar acquisitions and numerical model 

simulations enables the dynamic characterization of the gulf of Gaeta during storm conditions. 

The structure of the water column was analyzed during 2013–2017 within the gulf. The satellite 

imagery collected for 2013–2017 were analyzed to define distribution patterns at the regional 

scale of SPM. This was assessed together with the rains falling in the study area river basins as 

well as the patterns obtained via satellite imagery to indicate the regional variability in the SPM 
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concentration. The satellite information regarding the SPM concentration is validated by monthly 

water samplings at a location outside the gulf (OG) at a 50-m depth more than 5 km from the 

coast (Figure 1). Simultaneous water sampling was also conducted inside the gulf (IG) at a 10-

m depth (Figure 1) to compare the monthly trend of turbidity inside and outside the gulf along a 

4-year timescale. In particular, the time series of turbidity recorded inside the gulf was analyzed 

to statistically define the high (H) and low (L) turbidity and to determine their relationship with 

the dynamic forcing of the coastal system (wind intensity and direction, intensity of waves, water 

level fluctuation and rain). 

2.2.1. In Situ Data acquisitions 

To describe the meteorological conditions of the study area, we considered the records of 

three weather stations, two located inside the Gulf of Gaeta, respectively, at Gaeta port and at 

Stendardo Jetty, and one placed at Ponza Island (Figure 1). The weather stations inside the port 

have been operating since 2007 and perform hourly recordings at 10 m above sea level for wind 

intensity and direction, rainfall, air temperature, relative humidity, atmospheric pressure, and 

solar radiation. The station at Punta Stendardo, which is the property of ISPRA, was in operation 

from 2010 to 2016 and performed hourly recordings of the intensity and direction of the wind, 

as well as atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, air temperature and sea level. 

To analyze the storms in the study area, wave data were collected by wave buoys located 

both offshore and onshore at the study site (Figure 1). The wave buoy is a TRIAXIS directional 

wave buoy moored offshore at Ponza Island in correspondence of 100 m depth. The buoy 

recorded waves from 1989 to 2008 and was the property of RON-ISPRA (National Ondametric 

Network-Superior Institute of Environmental Protection). The offshore wave conditions used for 

model simulation, which dated to 2016 and 2017 when the Ponza buoy was missing, were 

retrieved from a deep water (approximately 600 m depth) grid point of the WAM Model of the 

Mediterranean Sea Waves Forecasting System of the Copernicus Marine Environment catalogue. 

The WAM model developed by HCMR, Greece and CMCC, Italy, provides statistical parameters 

of waves with a spatial resolution of 4 km and temporal resolution of 1 h. 

The wave buoy placed nearshore was a ‘Datawell’ buoy deployed into the Gulf of Gaeta 

at a depth of 10 m that operated in 2013 and 2014. 

To analyze the effect of the tidal excursion on the dynamics of the gulf, we calculated the 

tidal component originating from the total sea level record of the Italian Mareographic Network 

station. The marigraph station is installed on the quay of the Guardia di Finanza of Gaeta. The 
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station is equipped with altimetric landmarks. Each benchmark refers to the mean sea level 

measured in Genoa by the ancient Thompson marigraph. The high precision altitude refers to the 

zero established by the IGM (Military Geographic Institute). Sea level records were analyzed via 

standard harmonic analysis with the T-Tide tool [49]. 

Given the lack of river discharge data of the Volturno and Garigliano rivers as well as 

small streams during the study period, we evaluated the run-off contribution to the turbidity of 

the Gulf of Gaeta with pluviometric measurements from 25 stations (Figure 1) located in the river 

basins of the study area. Because river basins fall into two different Italian regions, we collected 

data from the Hydrographic Service of the Latium Region (http://www.idrografico.roma.it/) and 

from the Centro Agrometeorologico of Campania 

(http://www.agricoltura.regione.campania.it/meteo/agrometeo). 

To analyze the effect of the fresh water contribution within the Gulf the water column 

structure was studied at monthly interval between 2013 and 2017 at single point station within 

the Gulf of Gaeta at 25 m depth (Figure 1). All samplings were carried out from a small boat 

typically around 12:00 a.m., using a IDRONAUT-316 plus CTD probe. The sampling rate for 

the CTD was 10 Hz and was done allowing the probe to the freefall at an average descendent rate 

of 1 ms−1. The data were smoothed by kernel function and visualized in ODV software as T-S 

diagram. Salinity and density were calculated using EOS 80, UNESCO equation. 

To test the optical SPM algorithm applied on satellite imagery and to compare the SPM 

concentration between the near-shore and off-shore zones, surface water samples were collected 

monthly at the two stations, IG and OG. These samples were then transported to the laboratory 

for specific analysis for suspended solid load. The determination was based on gravimetric 

filtration on a pre-combusted GF/C filter. The filter was then dried in an oven at 100 °C and 

weighted until the weight was constant (precision < 0.1 mg). The dried mass was then converted 

to SPM concentration by accounting for the volume of the filtered water (mg L−1). 

The measure of turbidity was performed by a Cyclops-7™ Submersible Sensor 

turbidimeter made by Turner Design (San Jose, CA, USA). The Turbidity Cyclops measures 

turbidity using an 850 nm light source and detects scattered light at a 90-degree angle. The sensor 

was installed on 27 October 2015 at a one-meter depth and was powered by a PV panel. The 

system collected data every 20 min and sent data via a Wi-Fi connection. The data on turbidity 

were statistically analyzed and placed in relation to the dynamic forcing of the coastal system. 

The data found the best fit with a Burr distribution, through which the mean, 5th and 95th 
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percentile was calculated. These percentiles were chosen as a threshold to separate events with 

H and L turbidity. The H and L turbidity events were filtered from the time series and aligned 

with the dynamic factors. The distributions, associated with H and L events, of each dynamic 

variable were compared using the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test to determine the 

statistical dissimilarity of the two distributions; Pearson correlation analysis was also performed 

to assess the relationship between dynamic factors and turbidity. 

2.2.2. Remote Sensing Observations 

At the regional scale, the dynamic of SPM was studied through MODIS Aqua satellite 

imagery. This satellite assesses Earth’s surface every day and provides data available on the 

NASA EOS Data Gateway [50] in HDF format. Based on a specific processing tool, calibrated 

reflectance images can be obtained (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov). Level 1A represents scans 

(MYD01) of counts of raw radiances and is ordered and downloaded from the NASA site via file 

transference protocol software. The SeaWiFS Data Analysis System (SEADAS, Version 6.4 

available on seadas.gsfc.nasa.gov) was used to geolocate, apply atmospheric corrections and 

finally generate the calibrated radiances file using a chain-processing dataset (from an L1A level 

until an L2 product as an ascii map). Atmospheric correction was carried out using an L2 file 

generating program, where we applied an aerosol option mode, which was indicated as a “2-band 

model selection and MUMM NIR correction”, the modified algorithm that performs better in 

turbid waters [51]. The normalized water-leaving radiance of 645 nm (nLW 645, 

mW·cm−2·μm−1·sr−1) with a resolution of 250 m, corrected and selected, was our final product 

from the ‘Seadas’ elaboration to retrieve a geolocated distribution map of the sea surface area. 

The nLW645 spectral data were employed to estimate SPM through the optical algorithm 

developed for optically complex coastal waters by Ondrusek et al. [52] in the form of a 3rd order 

polynomial Equation (1): 

TSM [mg L−1] = 3.8813 (nLW(645))3 − 13.822 (nLW(645))2 + 19.61 (nLW(645))  

(1) 

At the local scale, an X-band radar system was installed in the Gulf of Gaeta (Figure 1b) 

in 2015 with the main aim of real-time monitoring of hydrodynamic conditions during storms 

and providing information regarding the sea state parameters in terms of sea surface currents and 

waves. Radar image analysis was performed by a ‘Remocean’ system, which has in recent years 

demonstrated the ability to provide a very robust determination of the currents field and sea state 

[27,53]. The physical possibility of extracting information on the sea surface from a radar signal 
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is due to Bragg scattering. In particular, X-band electromagnetic waves are a few centimeters 

long and interact with the sea capillary waves, which ride on the gravity waves. The signal 

backscattered from the sea surface (clutter) is assessed by data processing procedures that are 

necessary to estimate the characteristic sea state parameters, such as wavelength, direction, 

period of the dominant wave and the significant wave height as well as surface current. The 

methodology of raw data processing is fully described in detail by several works [25–27,54], and 

in particular, the determination is performed by the “local method” based on the normalized 

scalar product, which has been proven to be the most accurate in obtaining the sea surface current 

and bathymetry fields from X-band radar images [25,27,54,55]. Once the radar is installed, it can 

operate continuously. However, measurements are significant only when the signal reflected 

from the Bragg resonance mechanism is high, indicating significant surface roughness. Due to 

the natural sheltering of the coastal site, events with sufficient intensity to produce radar records 

are not common, and February 2015 to September 2017 produced 20 storm events lasting from 

a few hours to some days. During these events, with meaningful presence of sea waves and local 

wind, to allow radar measurements, every image radar was carefully analysed considering only 

the part in which the signal reflected by the mechanism of resonance of Bragg is important (with 

a sufficient surface roughness). 

The radar system, installed in February 2015, is composed of a Marine Sperry X-band 

radar radiating a maximum power of 25 kW and equipped with a 9-foot (2.74 m) antenna. The 

radar antenna is located at the coordinates of Lat. 41.232612 N, Lon. 13.573088 E at the top of 

the lighting pole (15 m above sea level) in front of the sea within the port of Gaeta (Figure 1), 

and the details of the acquisition parameters are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Setting of acquisition parameters. 

Radar Parameter Title 3 

Peak power (kW) 25 

Radar scale (NM) 2.48 

Antenna rotation (sec) 1.94 

Spatial image spacing (m) 4.4 

Antenna height (m) 15 

View angular sector (°N) 117 
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2.2.3. Numerical Simulations 

To analyze water circulation patterns induced by storms within the Gulf of Gaeta, 

mathematical models included in the DELFT3D package were used. Specifically, DELFT3D-

FLOW [56] was used to calculate currents, and SWAN [57] was used to simulate wave 

propagation toward the coast. The governing equations of these models are detailed in Lesser et 

al. [56] and Bonamano et al. [58]. The DELFT3D-FLOW and SWAN models use the same 

computational grid built within a rectangular domain that covers 60 km of the coastal area. 

Because small errors may occur near the boundaries, the study area was positioned away from 

the sides, approximately in the center of the model domain. The lateral boundaries are located 

near Terracina in the north and around the Volturno mouth in the south (see Figure 1). The 

offshore boundary is positioned at a mean distance of approximately 30 km from the coastline at 

a 100-m depth where deep water conditions can be assumed. The governing equations of 

DELFT3D-FLOW and SWAN were solved on a finite difference curvilinear grid with 

approximately 7000 elements. To limit computational requirements, a different resolution was 

applied in the model domain extending from 50 × 50 m in the Gulf of Gaeta to 1 × 1 km near the 

seaward boundary. The comparison between the model results with the sea state parameters 

(currents and waves) measured by the X-band radar system within the gulf of Gaeta was 

performed during storm events that occurred between 2015 and 2017.  

In DELFT3D-FLOW, Neumann boundary conditions were applied on the lateral 

boundaries in combination with a water-level boundary on the seaward side, which is necessary 

to ensure that the solution of the mathematical boundary value problem is well posed. In the 

vertical direction, 10 sigma layers with higher resolution near the surface were considered to 

better reproduce the sea currents in the first layer of the water column and to ensure sufficient 

resolution in the near coastal zone. The hydrodynamical simulations lasted 72 h using a time step 

of 60 s. The day before the sampling period was used as a spin up time to reduce the noise that 

was introduced through the initial conditions. The wind drag coefficient was assumed to linearly 

depend on wind speed, varying from 0.00063 at 0 m/s to 0.00723 at 100 m/s. Because the sea 

bottom within the Gulf of Gaeta is primarily composed of mud sediments, the bed roughness is 

uniform in the space with a Chezy value equal to 60 m1/2 s−1 [59]. To solve the horizontal 

moment equations and to obtain the best correlation between the modeled results and measured 

data, horizontal background eddy viscosity and diffusivity were set to 1 m2 s−1 [60]. To account 
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for the turbulence effects and to determine vertical viscosity and diffusivity, the K–e turbulence 

model was used [61]. 

In SWAN, the spectral action balance equation was resolved including the contributions 

of bottom friction, whitecapping and depth-induced breaking in wave energy dissipation terms. 

Specifically, bottom friction was parameterized using the JONSWAP formulation with a 

coefficient of 0.067 m2 s−3, whitecapping was based on a pulse-based model [62] and depth-

induced breaking was calculated using the Battjes and Janssen [63] model with a breaking 

parameter of 0.73. The hydrodynamic conditions of the study area are primarily controlled by 

wind and wave forcing because vertical variations of temperature and salinity within the Gulf of 

Gaeta are very small during the simulated periods. Tidal forcing has also been neglected because 

the maximum astronomical tide does not exceed 0.2 m during the simulation days according to 

the data recorded by the Italian Mareographic Network station. Given the proximity of the Gaeta 

Port weather station to the zone monitored by radar and the lack of another anemometer in the 

study area, DELFT3D-FLOW was fed with the wind speed and direction measured by the Gaeta 

station. The wave effects were included in the DELFT3D-FLOW simulation by running a SWAN 

model every 30 min in on-line mode. Along the sea boundaries, the model was forced with the 

JONSWAP wave spectra [64] obtained from wave parameters calculated by a WAM model at 

the offshore site (Figure 1). The WAM model results are included in CMEMS (Copernicus 

Marine Environment Monitoring Service), which provide freely available hourly wave 

parameters at a 1/24° horizontal resolution covering the entire Mediterranean Sea.  

DELFT3D-FLOW and SWAN results were compared with the magnitude of velocity 

components in the surface layer, the directional wave spectra and statistical parameters as 

measured by the radar system using the correlation coefficient (R) and Bias and Root Mean 

Square Error (RMSE), which provides a measure of the discrepancy between the predicted and 

measured data. 

3. Results 

3.1. Analysis of Storms 

The wind records at Ponza and Gaeta port (Figure 2a, b) are dominated by wind from the 

northeast (NE) and west (W), while at Punta Stendardo the prevailing directions involve eastern 

and western sectors (Figure 2c). Inside the gulf, W and northwest (NW) winds are side-shore and 

offshore, while the NE and southeast (SE) directions are nearly perpendicular to the coastline. 
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The wave records of a 20-year time series of the Ponza Island buoy show prevailing 

western events (Figure 3a). The morphology of the Gulf of Gaeta and the presence of Ischia 

Island constrain the propagation of waves from a small southeast (SE) sector that determine a 

local wave climate inside the gulf that shelters the coast from the main western events. This 

behaviour is highlighted by the records of the wave buoy inside the gulf (Figure 3b) where the 

waves are less intense and exclusively come from eastern and south-eastern sectors, due to wave 

refraction. 

The storm events on the Ponza dataset were selected using the methodology of Mendoza 

et al. [65] available for the Mediterranean Sea. A storm is defined as an event when the wave 

height exceeds the threshold of two meters for more than 6 h. The storm events, coming from a 

directional sector between 120° N and 300° N, were extracted from the wave buoy time series of 

Ponza. The selected storm events from the Ponza dataset have an annual mean frequency of 10% 

and are distributed seasonally throughout the year with a decreasing trend proceeding from winter 

toward summer (31% in autumn, 38% in winter, 25% in spring and 6% in summer). The 

distribution of storm directions shows a nearly unimodal shape and do not show significant 

seasonal behavior [66]. 

In the western Mediterranean Sea, the cyclogenesis area is essentially composed of sub-

synoptic lows, which are triggered by the major North Atlantic synoptic systems as affected by 

local orography [39]. The typical situation is characterized by a low-pressure system that 

develops in the Gulf of Genoa, with synoptic northerly flow impinging on the mountain ranges 

and being funneled between the Alps and Massif Central [67]. Moreover, cyclogenesis over 

different areas can consecutively occur as the result of the same synoptic system crossing central 

Europe. Especially in winter, there is a prevailing south-eastward direction of the cyclone track 

that extends through Italy down to the Albanian and Greek coasts. This synoptic condition 

contributes to limiting the wavefield’s seasonal variability in the study area and identifies semi-

permanent forcing [66]. These forcing are associated with the strong westerly winds channeled 

by the Strait of Bonifacio and induced circulation features such as the North Tyrrhenian Cyclone 

and North Tyrrhenian Anticyclone [68]. Storm classes are determined by a statistical approach 

using k-means clustering algorithms. The clustering aims to group multivariate wave data into n 

number of classes in an optimized manner such that dissimilarity between cluster groups is 

maximized. K-means are currently one of the principle cluster methods used to characterize wave 

climates for coastal engineering applications [53,69,70]. K-means algorithms finds the optimal 

Voronoi cells in uni- or multi-dimensional datasets for k-clusters and returns a centroid for each 
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cluster. Voronoi cells take the form of irregular polyhedra, and describe the multi-dimensional 

space occupied by each cluster. Voronoi cells are determined by minimizing the sum of 

dissimilarities (squared errors) between each object and its corresponding centroid. The centroid 

is not an actual observation in the dataset; rather, it is an average value which acts as the central 

reference point for each cluster. The dataset used for the clustering process does not consider 

summer events, which are rare and differ from typical storms. Once storm events were selected, 

kmean clustering was performed on Tp/Dir, which are the parameters primarily influenced by 

the generation source of waves, while wave height was not used because it is less variant across 

all directional sectors. The best fit of k-means clustering recognizes two well-defined groups 

(Figure 4a,b) in which silhouette values were maximized. The first group has a well-defined peak 

characterized by dominant western events and is named the Western Class (WC), while the 

secondary group is characterized by less frequent southerly direction events (SDC). This 

secondary group corresponds to the orientation of the opening sector of the gulf. In this group, 

multiple small peaks are present in the distribution and the wave field is separated by a Gaussian 

Mixture Model (GMM) to decompose multiple wave geneses [71]. The analysis of SDC reveals 

three clusters separated in terms of direction (Figure 4c). 
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Figure 2. Wind records at Ponza and Gaeta. (a) Wind rose obtained by records at Ponza island; (b) Wind rose 

obtained by records at the port of Gaeta; (c) Wind rose obtained by records at Punta Stendardo; (d) Records of the 

sea level station where the line plot represents the tidal component analyzed from sea level records (the lack in the 

line plot corresponds to a period of missing data), and the histogram represents the distribution of the total sea level 

records. 

 

Figure 3. Wave records of Ponza and Gaeta. (a,b) refer to significant wave height (SWH) (Hm0, m); and (c,d) 

refer to the peak wave period (Tp, second). 
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Figure 4. (a) Result of k-mean clustering (red and blue crosses) overlapped with the histogram of storm directions; 

(b) Silhouette plot to evaluate the goodness of k-means clustering; (c) Gaussian mixture model result for sub-clusters 

1, 2 and 3. 

The wave field originating from single classes is analyzed in the form of joint probability 

density (JPD) functions (Figure 5) to highlight the characteristics of classes. The wave field of 

the main two classes (Figure 5a) produced by storms highlights the genesis of different waves 

with characteristic wave periods. The WC events are characterized by a larger probability of 

longer waves (8.2 s) with respect to the SDC events (6.7 s). The GMM clustering of SDC (Figure 

5b) events highlight that the characteristics of waves produced during these storms are similar, 

suggesting that differences are only constrained by the incident angle of waves that drive 

different coastal circulations. On this basis, 4 different classes (WC and the three sub-classes of 

SDC) were recognized and respectively named the Western Class (WC), Southwestern Class 

(SWC), Southern Class (SC) and South-eastern Class (SEC), and the dynamic induced by these 

events is described through the numerical model simulations and X-band radar records. 
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Figure 5. JPD functions of SWH, Hm0 (m), and peak period, Tp (s), for each cluster. (a) The two main classes 

determined by k-means; (b) The three sub-classes of the 2nd class obtained by GMM. Plots show the probabilities 

of the joint occurrence for each wave field, as determined by clustering. Contours of joint occurrence are given for 

every 10% increment in probability density. 

The wave parameters associated with the maximum JPD probability (red contours of Figure 5) 

of each storm class are reported in Table 2. 

Table 2. Characteristics of storm classes 

Parameters WC SDC 

swc sc sec 

Dir (°N) +/− StD 259° +/− 16  223°+/-16° 185°+/-19° 134°+/-6° 

Hm0 (m) 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.2 

Tp (second) 8.2 6.7 6.7 6.7 

Frequency (%) 68 7.5 18 6.5 

 

3.2. Coastal Circulation Induced by Storm Classes 

The study area is protected by coastal morphology to prevailing western events, and measurement capability has 

many important limitations. Nevertheless, during the operating period of the X-band radar, four storms belonging 

to storm classes were recorded. In particular, four periods were simulated (13–15 October 2016, 5–6 November 

2016, 19–20 December 2016 and 10–12 September 2017), representing historical events that are substantially closer 

to the centroid conditions of storm classes. The comparison between model results and radar records involve both 

surface currents and wave spectra and derived statistical parameters (significant wave height, SWH).  

The wave spectra quadratic mean of the model and radar show good agreement (Figure 6) for all storm 

classes with slight discrepancies in WC events. The SWH comparison conducted for the all events shows tight 

correlation (R = 0.87; RMSE = 0.34 and BIAS = −0.35) between the measured and model data. 
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Figure 6. Comparison between directional wave spectra quadratic mean of the model (black line) and radar (dotted 

black line) for each storm class (SEC, SC, SWC, WC). 

The contour fill map of the RMSE and average RMSE and BIAS highlight the 

discrepancy between the radar measurements and the model results in different storm classes for 

the surface currents (Figure 7). The statistics show good correspondence between radar 

acquisitions and model results, especially for SEC and SC classes. When the waves approach the 

coast more obliquely, in the cases of SWC and WC classes, there is a greater discrepancy, 

especially for the x component.  

For the SEC, an event of two days (19–20 December 2016) occurred with a maximum 

SWH, offshore from the Gulf, of 2.1 m with a peak period of 9 s (Figure 8a). This event had a 

constant easterly wind with an average intensity of approximately 8 ms−1. Radar measurement 

(R) corresponding to the peak of the event (Figure 8c) showed a westward current with an 

increasing gradient proceeding southward. The numerical model result (M) (Figure 8b), which 

is the result of the combined effect of wind and waves, had correspondence with R and highlights 

that the flow was primarily directed westward, entering with a slight rotation within the gulf. The 

maximum intensity on the surface layer was 0.23 ms−1, and maximum values were observed in 

correspondence with Monte Scauri and Punta Stendardo as well as in the central portion of the 

gulf. Waves that propagate inside the gulf have SWH of 1 m and Tp of 7.9 s. The wave spectrum 

covers a wide range of directions from 140 to 180° N with a peak placed at 160° N that differs 

from offshore incident waves by approximately 20°. 
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Figure 7. (a) RMSE contour fill map of components x and y of velocity computed for the different storm classes; 

(b) Average statistical indexes for each storm class. 
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Figure 8. Hydrodynamic conditions induced by a SEC storm. (a) Wave and wind conditions during the storm, black 

line of wind speed plot represents the average velocity, dotted lines indicate minimum and maximum velocity, 

vectors indicate wind direction; black line of wave plot indicate significant wave height, (SWH), red line peak 

period, (Tp) and black vectors indicate wave direction; (b) Hydrodynamic conditions reproduced by the numerical 

model (M) in the Gulf of Gaeta at the time step indicated by the dotted vertical line; (c) Radar records (R) of currents 

and waves at the same time step. 

 

An event belonging to SC occurred on 13–15 October 2016, during which a maximum SWH, 

offshore from the Gulf, reached 2.8 m and a 7.5-s peak period was observed (Figure 9a). During 

this event, the wind came from the ENE and ESE directions with an average intensity in a range 

of 4–8 ms−1. R measurements in correspondence with the peak of the event (Figure 9c) show 
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currents with an intensity of approximately 0.07–0.15 ms−1 that progressively rotate while 

approaching the coast parallel to the shoreline. The M result (Figure 9b) shows currents directed 

toward the NW that rotate approaching nearshore following the morphology of the gulf. The 

maximum intensity of the surface currents is observed in correspondence with Monte Scauri and 

Punta Stendardo (0.24 ms−1), and their magnitude generally decreases when entering the gulf. 

Waves that propagate inside the gulf have SWH of 0.6 m and Tp of 7.2 s. The wave spectrum 

covers a wide range of directions from 140 to 190° N with a peak placed at 170° N. 

 

Figure 9. Hydrodynamic conditions induced by SC storm. (a) Wave and wind conditions during the storm; the 

different lines are the same defined in caption of Figure 8; (b) Hydrodynamic conditions reproduced by a numerical 

model (M) in the Gulf of Gaeta at the time step indicated by a dotted vertical line; (c) Radar records (R) of currents 

and waves at the same time step. 
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An event belonging to SWC occurred on 5–6 November 2016, during which a maximum 

SWH, offshore the Gulf, reached 2.6 m and there was a 7.6-s peak period (Figure 10a). R 

measurements highlight a current with an intensity between 0.05 and 0.2 ms−1 that is oriented 

southerly in the presence of wind from the west (Figure 10c). The modelled nearshore flow on 

the western side of the gulf proceeds southerly and proceeding toward east the currents turn 

eastward (Figure 10b). Waves that propagate inside the gulf have SWH of 0.5 m and Tp of 7.8 

s. In this case, the wave spectrum covers a range of directions from 160 to 190° N with the peak 

placed at 180° N. 

 

Figure 10. Hydrodynamic conditions induced by SWC storm. (a) Wave and wind conditions during the storm the 

different lines are the same defined in caption of Figure 8; (b) Hydrodynamic conditions reproduced by a numerical 

model (M) and recorded by X-band radar (R) in the Gulf of Gaeta at time step 1. 
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An event belonging to WC occurred on 11–12 September 2017 during which a maximum 

SWH, offshore the Gulf, reached 3.4 m and there was a 9-s peak period (Figure 11a). During this 

event, the wind spread from the NW and W with an average intensity in a range of 2–8 ms−1. R 

measurement corresponding to the peak of the event (Figure 11c) show currents with an intensity 

of approximately 0.08–0.2 ms−1 oriented toward the east that progressively rotate to the SE 

moving eastward. The numerical model result (Figure 11b) agrees with the R measurements 

highlighting a flow oriented from west to east with an intensity of approximately 0.04–0.2 ms−1 

with the maximum located in the nearshore zone. Waves that propagate inside the gulf have SWH 

of 0.6 m and Tp of 8.5 s. The wave spectrum has a bimodal shape and covers a wide range of 

directions from 270 to 120° N with the peak placed at 240° N. 

 

Figure 11. Hydrodynamic conditions induced by WC storm. (a) Wave and wind conditions during the storm; the 

different lines are the same defined in caption of Figure 8; (b) Hydrodynamic conditions reproduced by a numerical 

model (M) in the Gulf of Gaeta at the time step indicated by a dotted vertical line; (c) Radar records (R) of currents 

and waves at the same time step. 
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The ability of the different storm classes to trigger sea-bed sediment resuspension has 

been evaluated from the model considering the maximum bed shear stress (Figure 12) in 

correspondence of the peak of the events, belonging to the different storm classes. To select the 

bed shear stress threshold useful to describe the resuspension occurrence, two sediment sizes (0 

and 5 phi) according to the characteristics of the seabed within the gulf have been considered (as 

previous described in paragraph 2.1). The theoretical bed shear stress thresholds for coarse sand 

and coarse silt have been retrieved from critical shear stress table of USGS [72]. The bed shear 

stress computation used in the model is referred to the Fredsoe formulation as reported by 

Soulsby et al. [73]. The storm classes SEC, SC and SWC can trigger resuspension within the gulf 

especially in the nearshore sector of the eastern side of the gulf where the bed shear stress reaches 

the threshold of motion of sandy fraction. In proximity of Stendardo jetty the shear at the bed is 

not enough intense to cause resuspension. On the contrary, WC events are not able to trigger 

resuspension within the gulf except at east of Formia port where starts the movement of coarse 

silt fraction. 

 

 

Figure 12. Maximum bed shear stress during events belonging to the different storm classes (SEC, SC, SWC, WC). 

The black and dotted lines indicate respectively the theoretical bed shear stress threshold for coarse sand and coarse 

silt retrieved from critical shear stress table of USGS [73]. 
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3.3. Analysis of CTD Profiles 

The T-S diagrams obtained during 5-years (2013–2017) monthly CTD profiles show the 

relative influence of salinity and temperature on the density structure of the water column at the 

sampling point within the gulf (Figure 13). Salinity drive the density structure of the upper layer 

(Figure 13a) especially during Autumn and Winter period when minimum values were recorded 

34–35 psu (Figure 13b). This process is variable during the year; in winter it reaches 7 m depth 

while in summer involve only a thick surface layer. On the contrary, in all the seasons the 

temperature influences the density structure of the deeper layer below 10 m depth where the 

salinity is constrained between 37.5 psu and 38 psu. 

 

 

Figure 13. Temperature-Salinity (T-S) diagram of the subsurface coastal water within the Gulf of Gaeta, the symbols 

are colored by depth (a) and month (b). The grey line represents the contours of density anomaly. 

 

3.4. Regional Assessment of SPM Concentration 

The outside gulf (OG) samples were compared with the suspended solid concentration extracted 

from satellite-derived SPM. Water sampling on the OG stations indicates a good correspondence 

with SPM determined from MODIS imagery processing, as demonstrated by a statistical index 

obtained in comparison (Figure 14b). The time series of sampling performed inside and outside 

the gulf indicates a value of SPM concentration ranging from 0.1 to 11 mg L−1 and an average 

value of between 4 mg L−1 and 8 mg L−1. A systematic gap of turbidity of approximately 1–2 mg 

L−1 is also visible inside the gulf, as is a clear seasonal fluctuation that involves both sampling 

stations. 
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Figure 14. (a) TSM obtained by MODIS imagery analysis (black triangles) in the OG station and water sampling 

results in the OG station; this trend is reconstructed by Lowess smoothing (black and blue lines); (b) Linear 

regression between TSM derived by MODIS acquisitions and water sampling; the grey area represents 95% 

confidence; (c) Water sampling results on the IG (red triangles) and OG stations (blue triangles); this trend is 

reconstructed by Lowess smoothing (red and blue lines). 

 

To evaluate the contribution of continental inputs on SPM distribution within the study area, 

the total available pluviometric records from the stations of Figure 1 were correlated with the 

SPM 

concentration acquired by a turbidimeter placed within the gulf of Gaeta. Figure 15a shows the 

agreement (R = 0.64; p-value < 0.01) between the monthly mean of rain and SPM concentration. 

Rainfall monthly mean is computed considering all pluviometric stations within the catchment 

area (Figure 1) and represents the continental inputs contribution. To characterize the water 

turbidity condition along the coastal area, the SPM concentration was extracted from three points 

of satellite imagery (cross mark on pattern 1 of Figure 15c), respectively, in front of the Volturno 

and Garigliano river mouths and within the Gulf of Gaeta. The distributions of SPM 

concentration (Figure 15b) highlight the decreasing trend of turbidity moving from the Volturno 

River to the Gulf of Gaeta.  

The regional variability in the suspended particulate matter concentration can be assessed 

using EOF analyses, which provide a compact description of the spatial and temporal variability 

of data series in terms of statistic modes, where most of the variance of the spatially distributed 

parameters can be observed in the first few orthogonal functions [74]. The distribution patterns 
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were reconstructed starting from a time series of MODIS imagery collected from 2013 to 2017 

(n = 630). The time series was analyzed through the EOF while selecting components that 

describe 90% of the variance. The results of the EOF analysis suggest that the variance on the 

study area at the regional scale is dominated by the variability of the river plume of the Volturno 

River, which appears to be the primary factor that controls the turbidity level on the coastal area. 

The three patterns of Figure 15 represent 90% of the variance (Figure 15b) and can be attributable 

to a seasonal dynamic of the plume (pattern 1 of Figure 15a) as well as to a contribution of other 

coastal rivers such as the Garigliano (patterns 2–3 of Figure 15a). As observed from the three 

observation points, the three patterns highlight an along-shore gradient. 

Figure 2 -Result of EOF analysis; (a) Evolution of monthly average rain and turbidity; (b) Wilsker Box-plot of SPM 

concentration extracted from satellite imagery (three observation points, crosses on pattern 1 of panel c; (c) Contour 

fill map of the three components; (d) Cumulative sum of the variance explained by the three components. 

3.5. Analysis of the Response of Local Turbidity to the Main Physical Forcing 

The analysis aims to detect the possible relationship, at the local scale, between the H and L 

levels of the SPM concentration recorded within the gulf as well as the dynamic factors. The 

dynamic factors used for the analysis are: SWH recorded by radar, the wind speed and direction 

measured by meteorological station, sea-level collected by marigraph and precipitations 

collected by pluviometers within the catchment area. Moreover, the bed shear stress computed 

by model which is the result of combined action of wind and waves has been considered. The 
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distributions of the dynamic factors associated with the high (H) and low (L) level of the SPM 

concentration were statistically compared in pairs using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The 

analysis acknowledged statistical dissimilarities between the distributions associated with L and 

H for all considered dynamic factors. Furthermore, the results uncover important evidence: only 

intense rain events (Figure 16b) are associated with H events, while nearly all the L events are 

associated with scarce precipitations. Tides within the Gulf of Gaeta (Figure 3d) show a semi-

diurnal tidal cycle with a range of maximum 0.2 m, and the distribution of sea level shows a 

mode of approximately −0.05 m. Distributions in sea level highlight the asymmetry of H events 

toward a high stand of the sea, and the distribution of sea level shifts toward a negative value 

during L events. The difference between the two distributions involves the water level exceeding 

the range of the tidal excursion. The wind direction (Figure 16d) shows that events coming from 

SE (onshore) occurs more frequently during H, while events from the NW (offshore) are more 

frequently associated with L. The distributions of wind speed (Figure 16e) show that intense 

wind (wind speed > 6.5 ms−1) is always associated with H events, while weak wind is more 

frequently associated with L events. Figure 16f shows how H corresponds with greater wave 

intensity, while L indicates calm seas. Lastly, distributions of modelled bed shear stress (Figure 

16g) highlight the correspondence of high value to H turbidity while transparency condition 

occurs always below 0.08 Nm−2. 

 

Figure 16. (a) Histogram of turbidity data (grey bars) and Burr distribution (black line), dotted lines indicate the 5th 

and 95th percentile of data; (b) Histogram of rain associated with the 5th (white bars) and 95th (blue bars) percentile 

of turbidity; (c) Histogram of sea level associated with the 5th and 95th percentile of turbidity; (d) Histogram of wind 

direction associated with the 5th and 95th percentile of turbidity; (e) Histogram of wind speed associated with the 

5th and 95th percentile of turbidity; (f) Histogram of significant wave height associated with the 5th and 95th 

percentile of turbidity; (g) Histogram of bed shear stress associated to 5th and 95th percentile of turbidity. 

 

These data were confirmed by correlation analysis in which statistical correspondence was found 

between turbidity and dynamic factors except for wind speed, as reported in Table 3. The SWH, 
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sea level, wind speed and direction correlation analysis were performed each 20 min while the 

comparison with rainfall was carried out hourly. Sea level, SWH, bed shear stress and rain show 

direct correlation, demonstrating that positive set-up, wave intensity, bed shear stress of currents 

and rain favor an H level of turbidity. Wind direction shows an inverse correlation, demonstrating 

that westerly and northwesterly winds (270– 330° N) that blow offshore in the study site 

correspond to L turbidity with respect to those events from the east and southeast (90–160°), 

which are linked to an H level of turbidity. 

Table 3. Pearson correlation analysis results between turbidity and dynamic factors. 

Dynamic Factor R p-Value 

Sea level (m) 0.62 <0.01 

SWH (m) 0.46 <0.01 

Bed shear stress (Nm-2) 0.73 <0.01 

Rain 0.75 <0.01 

Wind direction (°N) -0.47 <0.01 

Wind speed (m/s) -0.06 0.54 

 

4. Discussion 

The coastal morphology of the Gulf of Gaeta is naturally sheltered from the prevailing 

events, which causes a generally weak hydrodynamism within the gulf, as demonstrated by the 

fine particle sediments of the seabed [13,39]. The coastal dynamic of the area and the main 

conditions that affect the suspended particulate matter (SPM) distribution are poorly understood. 

Nevertheless, the multiple coastal conflicts among natural resources and human activities warrant 

detailed investigations into the coastal dynamic processes that drive the accumulation and 

dispersion processes of contaminants. This study was the first to investigate the dynamic of the 

Gulf of Gaeta with a focus on the dynamic processes that affect fine particle concentrations 

within a coastal site. The study was conducted using a multidisciplinary approach that involved 

remote sensing acquisitions, in situ measurements and numerical modelling. Because high 

energetic events are the main factor responsible for coastal processes on a short time scale, the 

storms in the coastal area were classified using a clustering procedure. The hydrodynamic 

conditions in the study area are tightly linked to the regime of storms, which trigger different 

patterns of circulation within the gulf [75]. The analysis of the storm reveals four classes (South-

East Class, SEC; South Class, SC; South-Western Class, SWC and Western Class, WC) that are 
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characterized by the presence of different waves with characteristic wave periods. The effect of 

these storm events on the hydrodynamic and wave fields within the study area was reproduced 

using DELFT3D-FLOW and SWAN. A comparison with X-band radar acquisitions highlighted 

a tight correlation between the predicted and measured data, both in terms of surface currents (x 

and y components of velocity) and wave parameters (wave spectra and SWH). Nevertheless, the 

discrepancy was higher in the western events (SWC and WC) as the models were forced with 

wind and wave data coming from a single point, which is not adequate to represent the high 

spatial variability of the meteomarine conditions due to coastal and continental morphology. Data 

from atmospheric and wave models at high spatial resolution will be used to feed DELFT3D-

FLOW and SWAN and thus improve the predictive performance of the models. The model 

results show that southern events (SEC, SC, WSC) promote resuspension within the gulf and 

circulation favor the accumulation of water masses on the coast. These events that 

perpendicularly impact the coast are responsible for the largest waves entering the gulf, and 

positive sea level set-up, especially for SEC, is linked to high turbidity phenomena as well as the 

triggering of resuspension processes, as widely observed in other coastal sites [76–78]. In 

contrast, the WC conditions are not able to trigger resuspension and the circulation causes a 

displacement of water masses in the offshore zone. West (W) and north-west (NW) events 

moving surface water masses away promote greater transparency and water renewal [79]. In the 

short term, local variations may be explained by peaks in wave height or fluvial input, and wind 

direction plays a primary role in modulating the turbidity of the water, as observed in other 

sheltered coastal sites where wind is a primary factor for circulation and suspended sediment 

concentrations [37,38,80] and also controls the movement of the river plume [75]. The analysis 

of SPM derived from MODIS imagery as well as the correspondence between rain records and 

turbidity reveal the primary influence of the nearby river controlling the distribution of SPM at 

the regional scale. The distribution patterns observed by the EOF analysis can be considered 

long-term distribution influenced by the time-average river load and by the balance between 

convergent residual circulation and the spreading effects of horizontal dispersion [81]. The near-

bed residual current causes a net flux of SPM and accumulation of fine sediment in a narrow 

coastal strip of several km [82]. The first pattern of EOF shows that the area influenced by the 

river plume extends northwestward, rounding Punta Stendardo. The transport of sediments 

coming from the Volturno and Garigliano rivers over Punta Stendardo was demonstrated by 

previous mineralogical and radionuclide investigations, highlighting a preferentially SE-NW 

transport of sediments that was also confirmed by more recent hydrological measurements [83]. 

These sediments can reach the northern beaches up to Monte Circeo [84]. Water sampling at 
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inside gulf (IG) and outside gulf (OG) stations indicate an average SPM concentration in a range 

of 4-8 mg L−1. The results highlight a constant gap of increasing turbidity within the gulf 

between OG and IG and can be explained by the combined effect of multiple factors including 

also human activities within the gulf, which may increase the suspended solid matter supply. In 

the long term, changes in the soil use can be related to an increase in the fine fraction supply [85–

87]. The dynamic of the gulf leads to a favorable area of accumulation of fine sediments coming 

from the mainland especially during the prevailing western events. Precipitation in the Western 

Mediterranean is strongly influenced by cyclones and global atmospheric patterns, in particular 

during winter, by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) [88,89]. The association between the 

structural characteristics of cyclones and NAO was demonstrated by Trigo et al. [90] and during 

the last fifty years the cyclones have decreased in the Western Mediterranean Sea and in the same 

way, the Mediterranean average winter precipitation [91]. This condition influence both the 

dynamic processes induced by storms within the gulf and the river discharges with an impact on 

the sedimentary balance of the coastal zone. Since each storm type is potentially caused by 

different large scale synoptic pressure system, climate change may induce long-term variation to 

circulation patterns. The fresh water advection within the gulf is confirmed by the water column 

investigations which highlight the main role of salinity on the variations of the water column 

density structure in the surface layers. Minimum salinity values occur during autumn and winter 

season, period with maximum precipitation and consequent run-off. The surface layer salinity is 

constantly less than deeper layer which agree with general characteristics of Tyrrhenian basin 

where the salinity ranges between 38.2 psu and 38.4 psu [92]. The dynamic of the river plumes 

is affected mainly by density structure and the vertical mixing of SPM is slow especially in 

stratified waters and in low energy environment as the sheltered coastal area [81,93] where 

mixing factors are weak. This condition is also confirmed by the results of previous studies on 

the effect of fish farming within the gulf, which limits the dispersion to 1 km upstream [94–96]. 

Future developments will concern the implementation of a water quality model in the study area 

as well as a balance between resuspension and settling of particles can be developed. A direct 

estimate of the sedimentary river contribution will be carried out as well as an analysis of the 

salinity distribution along the study area that will allow to analyze in more detail the estuarine 

dynamic processes. 

5. Conclusions 

In this multidisciplinary approach, we investigate the coastal dynamics of the Gulf of Gaeta. The 

X-band radar system supports the analysis of the dynamic processes of the SPM concentration 
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providing a large dataset useful for the hydrodynamic model’s validation. The Gulf of Gaeta is 

subjected to natural siltation, which is fed by the river contributions. South-eastern winds push 

the plume towards the Gulf of Gaeta, and the coastal morphology favors retention of the SPM. 

Short term high and low fluctuations in SPM concentration within the gulf are triggered by the 

local effect of wind induced circulation and wave intensity. In particular, the direction of events 

and bottom sediment resuspension play a key role in modulating the SPM concentration in the 

study area. Microtidal excursion play a minor role on turbidity variation in this area, while fluvial 

discharge, wind direction and wave height result to be more important. In the short-term, 

sediment handled during dredging activities can alter the SPM supply within the gulf, and while 

the fine particles have a greater probability to remain confined during events from the south, 

western events favor a faster dispersion. Consequently, the results of our study highlight the need 

to link SPM concentration to the meteorological conditions that can amplify or dampen the local 

concentrations of material handled during dredging activities. The multidisciplinary approach 

hereby presented can be transferred to other coastal areas to improve coastal management 

strategy. The adopted methodology leads to long-term observation of coastal dynamic processes 

which is a fundamental issue in the climate change perspective. 
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7.3 Case study 3: Landsat 8 OLI and Chlorophyll a  

The HR remote sensing satellite systems Landsat OLI 8 and Sentinel 2 were tested for 

mapping the frequent phytoplankton blooms and Chl a distribution in the lagoon system of the 

Mar Piccolo of Taranto (Ionian Sea, southern Italy), using the sea truth information acquired 

during campaigns carried out in 2013 in the framework of the RITMARE project. The spectral 

responses detected by OLI sensors were suitably pre-processed focusing on removal of noise 

contributions from atmosphere (especially from aerosol) for optically complexes waters (case 

II). The corrected reflectance in the different spectral bands, under form of various blue-green 

and additional ratios, were then satisfyingly tested for mapping the distribution of Chl a and 

differently-sized phytoplankton populations through regressive statistical models and bio-optical 

algorithms. The most reliable multivariate models were those obtained for surface and sub-

surface distributions of nano-phytoplankton and pico-phytoplankton, respectively. The PLS 

(Partial Least Square regression) models demonstrated higher robustness for assessing the 

distribution of all the phytoplankton and Chl a except for those related to sub-surface micro-

phytoplankton. The preliminary distributions obtained via a bio-optical approach including the 

OC3 algorithm and full physically based inversion with default settings showed a general 

agreement with the previous ones produced by statistic methods. Overall, the reflectance signals 

captured by OLI sensor in the visible and shorter wavelength, especially the new coastal channel, 

were found to be preliminarily suitable to map the coastal variability at detailed scale of Chl a 

and different phytoplankton populations in the optically complex waters of the Mar Piccolo. 

My contribution to this work consisted in the collection, processing and analysis of 

satellite images, with particular regard to the atmospheric correction phase. 
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1.Introduction 

The last decades, phytoplankton blooms have been frequently observed in shallow coastal 

areas of the Mediterranean, where high nutrient loads due to eutrophication stimulate major 

photoautotrophic abundances (Kennish, et al., 2014). Globally the increasing of anthropogenic 

impacts and pollution in the marine habitat drives changes in all the ecosystems both in the 

variation of ecological structures of the aquatic communities (Micheli et al., 2012) and in growth 

dynamics of plankton (Karuza et al., 2016). Moreover, some species responsible for harmful 

algal blooms are expanding their distribution on a global scale with a negative impact on the 

environmental quality, human health and economically relevant activities such as tourism and 

aquaculture that are concentrated in coastal water environments. To effectively mitigate these 

trends which are likely to continue (Rhodes, 2009), the sustainable management of the affected 

coastal areas calls for rapid and accurate methods for assessing and mapping the type and 

abundance of phytoplankton and Chl a in seawaters (Smayda, 2007). In particular, phytoplankton 

monitoring requires its early detection and detailed mapping in the open sea (Barbini et al., 1998) 

and in coastal and shallow waters where anthropogenic impacts mostly concentrate. For this 

purpose, both the traditional methods (Micheli et al., 1995) and the EO (Earth Observation) based 

innovative techniques using airborne (Borfecchia et al., 1997, Borfecchia et al., 2013b) and 

satellite (Borfecchia et al., 2013a) platforms are necessary in order to improve the knowledge on 

ecosystem functioning, in the perspective to support the ecosystem-based sustainable 

management (Cibic et al., 2016). Once suitably corrected for atmospheric noises and calibrated 

using the in situ measurements, the satellite EO techniques are recognized as effective multiscale 

tools for monitoring open seas and shallow water quality, including the spatio-temporal changes 
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of marine communities, (Dazaho et al., 2010, Blondeau-Patissier et al., 2014). In fact, there are 

well established algorithms which currently provide operational estimates of global distributions 

of Chl a and other relevant water parameters concentrations in oligotrophic oceans from satellite 

ocean color data (El Hourany et al., 2017), at intermediate resolution (102-103 m). They typically 

exploit the radiance/reflectance shift from the blue (440–510 nm) to the green (550–565 nm) 

wavelengths due to Chl a concentration increases by working in terms of the ratios in these two 

spectrum ranges (i.e., the SeaWiFS/MODIS OC4/OC3 algorithms). The OC2/3 bio-optical 

algorithms, based on the blue–green (440–550 nm) spectral band ratio, are within the most 

common types of bio-optical empirical approaches for retrieving the global Chl a distribution 

from ocean color reflectance detected by satellite orbiting sensors (Hu et al., 2012). These blue-

green ratios can vary in response to factors besides chlorophyll concentration, like CDOM 

(Colored Dissolved Organic Matter and the bottom characteristics) and SS (Suspended 

Sediments) contents, which characterize more optically complex waters typical of coastal or 

inland basins (Blondeau-Patissier et al., 2104). Thus, more effective approaches are required to 

deal with both atmospheric and water turbidity reflectance noise contributions and more 

accentuated (compared to open seas) spatial dynamics of coastal variables of interest. Indeed, the 

topography of the seabed, the discharge of rivers, artificial coastal infrastructures and coastal 

activities make a significant contribution to the pattern of shallow water coastal circulation. In 

this context, due to high spatial dynamics of optically active substances concentration, their 

effective distribution assessment requires suitable monitoring capabilities in term of both spatial 

and radiometric resolution. Moreover, in coastal waters (typically of case II), the exploitation of 

the above cited algorithms, suffers for the limitation in the consolidated atmospheric pre-

processing, in particular in the retrieval of the aerosol noise parameters distribution, effective 

under the assumption of null water leaving NIR (Near Infra-Red) radiance, typically valid only 

for open sea and oligotrophic waters (case I). Thus, at present much effort is focused to provide 

more spectral bands to the new HR (High Resolution) satellite sensors for enabling the 

development of more sophisticated atmospheric correction schemes and algorithms. In particular, 

this is required for effective retrieving of water quality variables and algal bloom proxies in 

coastal and inland case II waters, where the anthropogenic activities often concentrate, as in our 

test site within the Mar Piccolo of Taranto.  

In the summer 2013, the new Landsat 8 NASA polar satellite was launched with on board 

the OLI (Operational Land Imager) sensor, characterized by improved radiometry (12 bit) and 

increased spectral acquisition bands, including the “coastal” one, especially devoted to support 

the monitoring of shallow waters. These innovative spectral/spatial features of the OLI sensor 
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can provide a new opportunity for effectively mapping phytoplankton and Chl a/pheopigments 

optically active water column components, at suitable spatial resolution. In this perspective one 

of the goals of this study was to preliminarily test the OLI multispectral HR data at 30 m of a.g.r. 

(above ground resolution) for detecting and mapping the phytoplankton population and Chl a, 

within the Mar Piccolo of Taranto, characterized by shallow waters, likely of case II.  This 

confined sea is in the Ionian Sea (southern Italy) coastal area of Taranto, which is densely 

populated and at a high risk of environmental crisis (Cardellicchio et al., 2016), due to the 

concentration of different impact factors which mainly arise from local anthropogenic activities. 

Therefore, the information provided by this new OLI sensor have been exploited for 

phytoplankton and Chl a mapping, using some multispectral images taken in 2013 over the Mar 

Piccolo of Taranto and calibrated by means of near synchronous sea truth data, acquired within 

the framework of the project “RITMARE” (Italian Research for the sea). In addition to the above 

cited blue-green ratio, other ratios have been introduced based on the coastal and red bands, 

trying to properly deal with the optical complexity of the shallow water in our test site, taking 

advantage of the improved features of the OLI sensor. The statistical multivariate and PLS 

regressive models were estimated and satisfactorily tested using the sea truth information and 

ratios obtained from remotely sensed data atmospherically corrected through an innovative 

method for atmospheric correction on optically complexes waters (Vanhellemont & Ruddick, 

2015). The Chl a distribution was then assessed using the usual OC3 algorithm and corrected 

reflectance data. Finally, a comprehensive approach through a bio-optical model inversion was 

preliminarily implemented using WASI4 model (Gege, 2014). 

2.Material and Methods 

2.1 Study area  

The Mar Piccolo is a shallow, nearly enclosed marine basin that consists of two naturally 

divided inlets, the 1st and 2nd inlet, with maximum depths of 13 and 10 m and a surface area of 

8.28 km2 and 12.43 km2, respectively. The Mar Piccolo is characterized by scarce 

hydrodynamism and low water exchange since it is connected with the Mar Grande by only two 

narrow channels in the 1st inlet: the “Navigabile” and the “Porta Napoli” channels. The 

sedimentation in this area arises mainly from land runoff, numerous submarine springs, small 

streams, sewage outfalls and industrial discharges rather than by marine currents (Cibic et al., 

2016). The surrounding watershed of 555 km2 hosts horticulture (6%) and agriculture activities, 

mainly cereals (24.1%), olive trees (24.2%) and vineyards (25.4%). These cultivations involve 

the application of fertilizers (116,800 tons y-1). Since 1960s Taranto and its coastline have been 
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subjected to the industrialization process that has caused profound environmental changes. The 

industrial zone is mainly characterized by the presence of the largest steelworks in Europe and 

navy arsenal in Italy (Military area in Figure 1), a major oil refinery, shipbuilding and other 

industrial activities that are responsible for severe environmental contamination. The basin is 

even the most important area of mussel farming in Italy (Caroppo et al., 2016, Franzo et al., 

2016).  

 

Fig. 1. Location of sea truth sampling stations of phytoplankton (red circles) and macroalga Caulerpa (yellow 

triangles). The background consists of the "true color" image of the Mar Piccolo of Taranto obtained from OLI 

sensor of Landsat 8 on 20.06.2013. 

In this context, the sustainable management and safeguard of this vulnerable ecosystem 

requires effective monitoring at suitable spatial and temporal scales for the characterization of 

different impact factors and their effects on this particular ecosystem.  

2.2 Sea truth and EO data  

The sea truth sampling of phytoplankton was carried out during the summer 2013 at 6 stations: 

four located in the 1st inlet and two in the 2nd inlet, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. 

At each station the sampling was carried out at two depths: surface, tipically at 1 m of depth, and 

1 m above the bottom. The in situ data included estimates of abundance and biomass of three 
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typical size classes of phytoplankton [pico- (0.2-2 µm), nano-(2-20 µm), micro-phytoplankton 

(20-200 µm)] and the concentration of Chl a and phaeopigments (Chl a degradation products). 

For details on sampling and samples processing see Karuza et al., (2016) for the different 

phytoplankton size-classes, and Kralj et al. (2016) for chl a and phaeopigments assessment. The 

point measurements distribution at the six station is reported in Fig. 1 while the list of the 

measured phytoplankton and Chl a variables with the assigned names and related features is 

reported in Table 1.  

Table 1- Phytoplankton and phaeopigment sea truth data. In the first column, the variable reference 

name was indicated while the related meaning was reported in the description column. 

reference 

Variable 
Unit Description Sampling Depth  Population Size 

Phapis Cells L-1 
Surface concentration of pico 

phytoplankton population cells    surface pico - 10-12 m 

Phanas Cells L-1 
Surface concentration of nano 

phytoplankton population cells    surface nano - 10-9 m 

Phamis Cells L-1 
Surface concentration of micro 

phytoplankton population cells    surface micro - 10-6 m 

Phapib Cells L-1 
Bottom concentration of pico 

phytoplankton population cells    bottom pico - 10-12 m 

Phanab Cells L-1 
Bottom concentration of nano 

phytoplankton population cells    bottom nano - 10-9 m 

Phamib Cells L-1 
Bottom concentration of micro 

phytoplankton population cells    bottom micro - 10-6 m 

Phbpis µg C L-1 
Surface biomass concentration of  

pico phytoplankton population     
surface pico - 10-12 m 

Phbnas µg C L-1 
Surface biomass concentration of  

nano phytoplankton population     
surface nano - 10-9 m 

Phbmis µg C L-1 
Surface biomass concentration of  

micro phytoplankton population     
surface micro - 10-6 m 

Phbpib µg C L-1 
Bottom biomass concentration of  

pico phytoplankton population     
bottom pico - 10-12 m 

Phbnab µg C L-1 
Bottom biomass concentration of  

nano phytoplankton population     
bottom nano - 10-9 m 

Phbmib µg C L-1 
Bottom biomass concentration of  

micro phytoplankton population     
bottom micro - 10-6 m 

Chls µg C a L-1 Surface Chl a concentration  surface  

Chlb µg C a L-1 Bottom Chl a concentration bottom  

Phes µg C L-1 Surface Phaeopigments concentration surface  
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Pheb µg C L-1 Bottom Phaeopigments concentration bottom  

Due to requirements of spatial dynamics of these variables in coastal shallow waters, the 

most used EO techniques for their monitoring exploit the currently available HR (High 

Resolution) and VHR (Very High Resolution) multispectral sensors. In general, they are 

operating in the optical and NIR spectral ranges from satellite (Pasqualini et al., 2005; Cibic et 

al., 2016) and airborne (Borfecchia et al., 1997; Borfecchia et al., 2013 b) remote platforms. The 

provided typical a.g.r. (above ground resolution) range of HR and VHR sensors is respectively 

of 5-100 m and 0.5-5 m.  

The EO satellite systems equipped with VHR sensors, mostly owned by the private 

enterprises, demonstrated suitable capabilities for monitoring and mapping the coastal PO 

ecosystems (Borfecchia et al., 2013 a). 

Their operational mode is usually based on user request and commercial distribution, 

which does not involve systematic collection of the Earth's surface data, but only acquisitions on 

selected and limited areas of interest in the scheduled period based on specific customer requests. 

On the other hand, due to their poor radiometry and low Signal to Noise Ratio, SNR, the older 

Landsat HR sensors (i.e. TM and ETM+) resulted often inadequate to be widely and usefully 

exploited for the seabed mapping and for monitoring the Mediterranean shallow waters, 

frequently characterized by turbidity conditions and optical complexity.  

The new generation of Landsat sensors Operational Land Imagery (OLI) and similar 

satellite HR sensors (i.e. Sentinel 2) are conceived for systematic acquisitions of VIS, NIR (Near 

Infrared), SWIR (Short Wave Infrared) reflectance data of tiles covering the entire Earth surface. 

Their acquisition channels have been strengthened in terms of bands number, SNR and 

radiometry (12 bit), maintaining at the same time the useful ground resolution and revisiting the 

capability of the previous ones of the Landsat family. In such a way, they might provide effective 

support to the operative monitoring of coastal shallow and lagoon waters (Pahlevan et al., 2014). 

In this perspective, various cloud free Landsat 8 OLI frames acquired in 2013 were preliminarily 

evaluated therefore, the multispectral image of 20th June was selected for processing given its 

best quality and synchronicity with the sea truth campaign. In the Fig. 2, the results of different 

measurements relative to the six stations in the Mar Piccolo are reported  
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Fig. 2. Surface and bottom sea truth data relative to phytoplankton abundance (a) and biomass (b) for the different 

population size (pico-, nano-, micro-) at the six sampling stations in the Mar Piccolo of Taranto. 

In particular, in Fig. 2a, the surface and bottom cells abundances of the three different 

sizes of phytoplankton are displayed, while Fig. 2b shows the related biomasses. The Chl a and 

phaeopigments concentrations found at the six measurement stations were reported in Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 3. Surface and bottom sea truth data relative to Chl a and pheopigments expressed in µg L-1 for the different 

population size (pico-, nano-, micro-) at the six sampling stations in the Mar Piccolo of Taranto. 
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2.3 Processing methodology 

To preliminarily test the capabilities of Landsat 8 OLI for mapping the distribution of 

phytoplankton in the water column of the Mar Piccolo, a correction procedure was applied in 

order to remove atmospheric effects from the TOA (Top of Atmosphere) spectral responses 

detected by the remote sensor. The essential pre-processing step of atmospheric correction is 

required for EO based quantitative monitoring of marine basins, including the coastal ones, to 

retrieve the useful signal coming from the water surface as Water Leaving Radiance (WLR). In 

addition to that of phytoplankton, WLR includes the contribution from the other optically active 

components in the water column, as sediments (TSM) and CDOM (Coloured Dissolved Organic 

Matter), and even that from the sea bottom coverage from seagrasses, macroalgae and various 

bottom substrates. The radiometric correction for atmospheric effects was carried out through an 

"image-based" approach using the ACOLITE (Vanhellemont & Ruddick, 2015) recently released 

software, specifically developed to provide atmospheric correction of the HR remotely sensed 

data for marine monitoring applications. The "image based" approach takes advantage of the 

specific information contained in the same multi-spectral image to be corrected and does not 

require additional in situ measures simultaneous to satellite overpass. This approach, being 

readily applicable, has been considered suitable for our operational use. In such a way it was 

possible to take into account the atmospheric noise effects under form AOD (Aerosol Optical 

Depth), estimated from the same multispectral data even in case of optically complex waters 

(case II). ACOLITE provides the capability to retrieve AOD on a per pixel basis, more 

appropriate for marine coastal monitoring, where the useful reflectance signals to detect are weak 

and affected by spatially dependent relevant noises.    

Thus, according to the previous consideration, the spectral responses captured by OLI 

sensor here have been used in the form of various ratios, more effective to minimize 

multiplicative noise contributions arising from different factors (i.e. residual atmospheric and 

water attenuation). In addition to the previously cited blue-green ratio (b23) of the responses 

derived from the pre-processed images, additional formulation including the new "coastal" and 

NIR bands have been introduced trying to capture the specific responses of different 

phytoplankton features and populations in the optically complex waters of the Mar Piccolo. In 

particular, we used the various sea truth data relative to phytoplankton acquired in 2013, to test 

the predictive capability of the various channels of the OLI sensor in the form of the following 5 

band ratios: b12 = b1 / b2, b13 = b1 / b3, b23 = b2 / b3, b34 = b3 / b4, b45 = b5 / b4. The first two ratios 

make use of the new "coastal" channel (b1) coupled respectively with blue (b2) and green (b3) 
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channels; the third consists of the aforementioned blue-green ratio and the latter two exploit the 

red (b4) and NIR (b5) channels, more appropriate for providing information related to the water 

surface and thin layers beneath. The values of these five independent variables consisted in the 

point spectral signatures appropriately extracted from multispectral pre-processed images, in 

correspondence to the measurement stations. Various models have been implemented using the 

partial least squares regression approach (PLS) by coupling these extracted data with the 

corresponding phytoplankton measurement, previously recorded at each station. Subsequently 

the OC2/3 bio-optical algorithms were applied using the above introduced atmospheric 

correction schema for Chl a mapping while the water column effects were accounted through a 

preliminary attempt based on a full bio-optical inversion trough the WASI4 code. All the 

continuous distributions of the sea truth variables (i.e. phytoplankton densities, Chl a and pheo-

pigments concentrations/abundance) obtained by the various modelling approaches for the entire 

area of interest, were processed to provide pseudo-color maps of six equal-area graduated classes.   

2.3.1 Multivariate PLS models 

The regression multivariate models have provided an analytical expression for the 

measured phytoplankton (Phy) and/or pigment Chl a/Pigment variables in the form of:  

Phy =    ∑aibij+ a0           (1) 

where the bij are the previously introduced water reflectance ratios, ai and a0 are the regression 

coefficients to be evaluated through best fit for errors minimization. The best fit allows assessing 

also the correlation coefficient R2 retained as indicator of model performance, once adjusted for 

the specific contribution of each independent variable. Here the model expression was exploited 

for mapping the phytoplankton variables distribution over entire areas of interest. Considering 

the 5 spectral ratios as independent variables of the model to be evaluated, the limitations due to 

the standard regressive approach and to the availability of 6 measures (6 stations) only, have been 

overcome by introducing the PLS approach described in the following. The PLS, in addition to 

the estimates of the coefficients for each of the independent spectral variables in the linear model 

(coefficient column), provides the global importance of each independent variable in the final 

models. 

The partial least squares regression method may provide useful predictive regressive 

multivariate models, even in case the usual multivariate approach fails due to collinearity 

problems or too limited number of observations respect to the independent variables (as in our 

case).  
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When the goal is the prediction of the Chl a or phytoplankton distributions using sea truth 

data and the corresponding spectral responses captured by remote sensors which can be highly 

correlated or even collinear, the PLS method can be a useful tool (Kimberly & Khalid 2016). In 

the PLS the solution to the regression problem exploits the orthogonal decomposition of X/Y 

variables into the Principal Components (PC), which leads to uncorrelated components avoiding 

the collinearity problems which often affect the usual regressive approaches. The X's PC 

components are then rotated in the maximum direction correlation with respect to the PC 

components of Y with the purpose to determine the so-called latent factors (scores) which 

maximize the variance of both X and Y matrices and the mutual correlation. The decomposition 

of X and Y respectively independent and dependent variables matrices looks as:             

    

X = TP’+ E      (2) 

Y = UC’+ G      (3) 

With T=XW, T and U are the latent variables, P’ and C’ are the weights (loadings), E and G the 

minimized residuals. Thus, in order to exploit the X-scores as good predictors of Y it can be 

expressed as: 

Y = TC’+ F = XWC’ + F     (4) 

The T score of the X independent variables are then rotated using the W*C’ loadings which 

provide a formulation used as multiple regression model between the variables of interest. In our 

case we have five independent spectral variables defined by the above introduced ratios while 

the total number of dependent variables is 16 (Table 1).  

Since this approach allows assessing simultaneously a unique global model for a group of 

dependent variables with a variable mutual correlation amount, two independent global PLS 

models were assessed for the surface (8 variables) and bottom variables of phytoplankton and 

pigment populations. For each model the Variable Importance in Projection (VIP) scores was 

estimated as the importance of each variable in the decomposition used in the PLS model which 

is often exploited for variables selection. A variable with a VIP score close to or greater than 1 

(one) can be considered important in the given model. Variables with VIP scores significantly 

less than 1 (one) are less important and might be good candidates for exclusion from the model.  
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2.3.2 Bio-optical algorithms and inversion 

Since the OC2/3 bio-optical algorithms are successfully used in open ocean case I 

oligotrophic waters, where the phytoplankton is the primary optically active constituent with 

limited concentrations (Chl a 1-0.5 µg L-1), here they were introduced and tested considering the 

comparable sea truth data (Fig. 3). The general formulation of these algorithms consists in the 

combination until the fourth power of the above introduced b23 blue-green ratio:   

Log10 (Chl a) = a0 + ∑ ai (Log10 b23)    i=1,4                              (5) 

the b23 is the above introduced ratio of the water leaving radiance/reflectance obtained from a 

suitable atmospheric correction preprocessing of TOA (Top of Atmosphere) Rblue and Rgreen, 

responses. The ai coefficients are assessed for the different satellite sensors using large sea truth 

datasets containing the in situ point measurements and related atmospherically corrected 

radiances/reflectances. Given the availability of the OC3 coefficients for the OLI and Sentinel 2 

sensors (https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov) these algorithms were applied using reflectance 

responses obtained through a new atmospheric correction approach based on SWIR channel to 

retrieve the noise AOD distribution. This approach was imbedded in the ACOLITE freely 

distributed package (Vanhellemont and Ruddick, 2015), specifically implemented for Landsat 8 

OLI and Sentinel 2 HR satellite sensors and case II waters monitoring applications. Using the 

ACOLITE atmospheric correction, some Chl a distribution maps were produced from 

multispectral frames acquired by these HR satellite sensors to be compared with sea truth and 

modelled data.   

Considering the low depth and the optically complex waters of the Mar Piccolo, a further 

approach was introduced to account for the spectral reflectance contribution of the sea bottom 

and the water column due to the dissolved components other than phytoplankton (Mumby et al., 

1998; Borfecchia et al., 2013 a). To this end, a complete bio-optical modeling inversion on 

physical basis was attempted using WASI4 package (Gege, 2014; Albert & Gege, 2006). This 

software has been implemented to extract information about the optical properties of the water 

body and eventually of the seabed from the hyper/multispectral WLR (Water Leaving Radiance) 

signals coming from the aquatic surface. It requires input as atmospherically corrected 

multispectral images and auxiliary parameters related to typologies of seabed and optically active 

water column components. The code allows to recover the distribution of the concentration of 

the optically active main "structures" present in the water column (phytoplankton, CDOM and 

suspended sediments) and a series of other parameters that influence the WLR signal even in 
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shallow waters, in particular the water depth and the percentage of the various types of seabed 

cover such as sand, macrophytes and other benthic organisms. The data analysis is based on a 

semi-analytic inversion of various bio-optical consolidated models (Albert & Gege, 2006) on the 

basis of typical spectral responses of the considered components, in particular up to 6 typologies 

of phytoplankton and various types of spectrally different material in suspension. 

The reflectance of the bottom is treated as a mixture of 6 types of substrate which 

reflectance spectra are stored in a database that covers the spectral range from 350 nm to 1000 

nm intervals. This database contains all the reflectance spectra used in the code that can be 

upgraded to adequately represent the real optical properties of the various constituents of coastal 

waters, the various types of seabed, seagrasses and macroalgae, to characterize the shallow water 

area of the Mar Piccolo. In order to account for water column additional noise effects, a 

preliminary exploitation of the WASI4 was attempted. The atmospherically corrected OLI 

multispectral data of the Mar Piccolo were properly reformatted before being supplied to the 

input to the WASI4 code. Then we proceeded with the interactive calibration procedure using 

the point spectral signatures of sampling stations, previously exploited for regressive modelling. 

To improve convergence in optical inversion various constraints have been introduced, in 

particular to the concentration ranges of optically active components, based on sea truth 

measurements and data available for the study site. In addition to those of sand and sediment, the 

spectra used for the different seabed coverages, also include those of some typical green 

macrophytes of inland waters (Characontraria, Potamogeton perfoliatus) available in the WASI 

database. These default values of auxiliary parameters have been exploited for preliminary 

evaluation of multispectral Landsat data 8 OLI with this bio-optical inversion approach. The 

Landsat OLI frame, acquired on 20-06-2013, was selected considering its synchronicity with the 

sea truth campaign and quality in terms of cloud absence. Subsequently, it was preprocessed for 

atmospheric noise removal based on the estimated AOD load. The station point spectral 

signatures were then derived for all the OLI first five reflectance bands in output from the 

ACOLITE code. For each station a local mean and SD (Standard Deviation) based on 3x3 pixel 

square kernel (window) were extracted following the sea truth sampling distribution. The 

previously introduced spectral bands ratios were then obtained for each station to be provided to 

the further modelling steps.  

3. Results and discussion 

Trying to capture the maximum variance of the original variables avoiding at the same 

time the overtraining effects (which diminish the generality of the model and its predictive 
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mapping capability), a decomposition in four latent factors reported in Tables 1 and 2 were 

adopted as good trade-off under the number of independent variables and cumulative explained 

variance (R2- Factor 4) of surface sea truth variables by the four latent factors of the assessed 

PLS decomposition. 

Table 2- Cumulative explained variance (R2- Factor 4) of surface sea truth variables by the four latent 

factors of the assessed PLS decomposition. 

Surface Target(s) variables 

- Cumulative R2 

Target Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

Phapis 0,3065 0,3207 0,3773 0,9889 

Phanas 0,3888 0,4087 0,5957 0,9872 

Phamis 0,0029 0,3889 0,9308 0,9998 

Phbpis 0,3065 0,3207 0,3773 0,9889 

Phbnas 0,6403 0,671 0,727 0,9998 

Phbmis 0,5616 0,6898 0,6918 0,9814 

Chls 0,1417 0,4443 0,5007 0,8748 

Phes 0,848 0,9792 0,9794 0,9923 

Total Exp. 0,3995 0,5279 0,6475 0,9767 

The selection of four latent factors decomposition was accomplished based on 

preliminaries tests conducted considering the limited sample number that did not allow us to 

exploit the usual calibration-test schema. The PLS approach allowed us to suitably process 

groups of both dependent and independent variables potentially correlated within each group. 

Thus, all sea truth variables (target variables) derived from sea surface measurements were 

grouped into the first group while the remaining, referring to bottom measurements, were 

considered in the second one. This data arrangement with the selection of four latent factors for 

PLS decomposition was devoted to optimizing the results in term of global correlation 

maintaining at the same time a sufficient model generality.  

Tables 2 and 3 show the correlation, in terms of cumulate explained variance (R2), 

provided by the four latent factors of the two PLS models assessed for each target (dependent) 

sea truth variable of surface and bottom groups. 

Table 3- Cumulative explained variance (R2- Factor 4) of bottom sea truth variables by the four latent 

factors of the assessed PLS decomposition. 
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Bottom Target(s) variables 

- Cumulative R2 

Target Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

Phapib 0,6583 0,6808 0,8224 0,9395 

Phanab 0,2784 0,487 0,735 0,9885 

Phamib 0,1252 0,3492 0,5717 0,5798 

Phbpib 0,6583 0,6808 0,8224 0,9395 

Phbnab 0,1972 0,6878 0,8031 0,9619 

Phbmib 0,0228 0,2132 0,3486 0,5733 

Chlb 0,2326 0,3046 0,4352 0,9967 

Pheb 0,0218 0,2222 0,5898 0,8545 

Total Exp. 0,2743 0,4532 0,641 0,8542 

These PLS surface and bottom models achieved respectively more than 97% and 85% of 

average global correlation (Total Expl.) referring to calibration measurements. In agreement with 

the higher noise contribution from the water column optically active components, the global 

correlation of bottom models decreases. Although different performances in term of R2 

characterize each target variable reported in Tables 2 and 3, most of the cumulative correlation 

coefficients (Factor 4 column) show high values. In particular, the estimated models found 

effective for all surface variables with the correlation lowest value (0.8748) obtained for Chl a. 

The obtained correlations of the phytoplankton abundance and biomass bottom variables (0.9-

0.95) were similar to those of the corresponding surface ones except for micro-phytoplankton. 

For this latter the R2 values drops to about 0.57, due to specific spectral reflectance responses 

characteristics of this population. However, the selection of four latent factors for X and Y 

decomposition (formulas 2 and 3) of the two models, allowed to achieve an acceptable 

effectiveness, also for variables of phytoplankton population (i.e. abundance and biomass of 

micro-phytoplankton) in bottom water layers, more difficult to detect and modelling.  

The regression coefficients (eq. 1), assessed for the sea surface and bottom PLS models, 

are reported respectively in Tables 4 and 5, where the target (dependent) and input spectral ratios 

(independent) variables correspond to related items respectively in columns and rows. 
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Table 4 – PLS regression equations coefficients (eq. 1) assessed for the sea surface concentrations of 

different phytoplankton populations and pigment.  

 

Surface target variables 

Input Phapis Phanas Phamis Phbpis Phbnas Phbmis Chls Phes 

b12 -167338253,76 115383649,56 -2541863,62 -33,47 344,59 -90,79 -2,42 34,64 

b13 -312373373,54 26576045,40 49152,47 -62,47 76,96 -16,51 -0,16 -5,09 

b23 -328486430,02 6470003,19 624852,04 -65,70 14,78 3,54 -0,29 -14,26 

b34 512046028,75 -40697976,81 354220,75 102,41 -126,10 56,90 -5,91 0,13 

b45 887951174,37 -114208016,64 690274,95 177,59 -425,73 197,14 -17,63 -30,96 

a0 -654314880,00 29939706,00 716554,88 -130,86 182,04 -151,58 28,93 17,51 

 

The model coefficients assessed for the surface picoplankton populations (Table 4), 

quantify an inverse linear dependence (negative sign) captured by the shorter wavelength ratios 

(b12, b13, b23) from the abundance and biomass surface concentrations distributions, which instead 

were found directly proportional (positive sign of regression coefficients) to those related the 

other ratios (b34, b45). Respect to those previously estimated for picoplankton population, the 

assessed regressive coefficients are inverted in sign for the nano-plankton populations, for both 

abundance and biomass surface distributions, while those of micro-plankton populations begin 

positive for the longer wavelength ratios (b23, b34, b45) as independent variables (Table 4). The 

Chl a and pheopigment surface concentrations show and inverse trend respect to b13 and b34 

variables while both are inversely correlated with the remaining ratios (Table 4).  

The assessed PLS regression coefficients related to bottom concentrations of 

phytoplankton and pigments, follow a trend, which is similar to the surface model, with those of 

abundance and biomass of the different populations having mostly sign concordance, especially 

for pico- and nano-plankton (Table 5). Conversely, the estimated dependence coefficients of the 

Chl a and pheopigment bottom concentrations on the spectral ratios, look quite different from 

those obtained from the PLS surface model (Table 4).     
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Table 5 – PLS regression equations coefficients (eq. 1) assessed for the sea bottom concentrations of 

different phytoplankton populations and pigment.   

 

Bottom target variables 

Input Phapib Phanab Phamib Phbpib Phbnab Phbmib Chlb Pheb 

b12 -585839742,68 226929222,30 688595,11 -117,17 485,54 275,65 -13,63 -8,94 

b13 -235752925,09 22057658,02 -66428,47 -47,15 -8,78 12,54 1,53 -0,39 

b23 -128948122,66 -25315994,00 -227007,45 -25,79 -126,90 -54,64 3,85 1,03 

b34 600975469,92 -49519162,81 42381,89 120,20 -99,00 -114,61 -8,59 -2,61 

b45 563073150,79 -144865522,70 10086,79 112,61 -334,91 -246,81 -18,29 -7,13 

a0 -284167520,00 -2210643,50 -411680,34 -56,83 137,84 175,31 37,71 18,72 

 

Tables 6 and 7 contain the global importance coefficients assessed for each independent 

variable (spectral reflectance ratios) in the respective PLS models. The variables importance in 

the surface model is the highest for b34 and b45 ratios, based on the green, red and NIR reflectance 

responses.  

Table 6- Global importance coefficients assessed for each independent input variable (ratio) in PLS 

modelling process of surface variables (the most important variables of the global PLS model are reported 

in the reddish shade cells) 

Input Factor 1 Factor 2 
 

Factor 3 Factor 4 

b12 0.5501 0.5074  0.9704 0.8326 

b13 0.0866 0.6477  0.6732 0.5626 

b23 0.1467 0.8414  0.7598 0.6682 

b34 1.4103 1.2536  1.1650 1.2978 

b45 1.6369 1.4295  1.2925 1.3637 

 

Based on the better penetration of coastal-blue shorter wavelengths, the importance of the 

related b12 ratio independent variable (Table 7) becomes more significant in the PLS bottom 

models.  
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Table 7- Global importance coefficients assessed for each independent input variable (ratio) in PLS 

modelling process of bottom variables (the most important variables of the global PLS model are reported 

in the reddish shade cells) 

Input Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 

b12 0.7779 0.6241 1.1932 1.0339 

b13 0.4878 0.9062 0.8097 0.7273 

b23 0.2179 1.0493 0.8999 0.8088 

b34 1.4930 1.1635 1.0311 1.1816 

b45 1.3713 1.1552 1.0235 1.1627 

 

The spectral ratios reflectance of phytoplankton populations dispersed in water mainly 

depend on their capacity to absorb and reflect the radiation at the involved wavelengths through 

the water column, based on the vegetal photosynthesis and tissues properties in term of cell 

dimension and pigments contents. Thus, the different behaviour of the obtained regression 

coefficients, in particular the opposite sign of those related to of pico- and nano-plankton 

populations might denote diverse spectral responses linked to nutrient and pollution loads. The 

trend differences of Chl a and pigment regression coefficients related to surface and bottom PLS 

models may be attributed to water column noise effects due to water optical complexity.  

Also in accordance with the sea truth measurements, the distribution pseudo-color maps 

obtained from the surface and bottom models indicate the larger blooms concentration in the 

second inlet with diverse patterns for different phytoplankton populations, Chl a and pigments 

(Figs. 4 and 5). In particular, there are differences between surface maxima of pico- and nano-

plankton distributions with respective concentration to the borders and in the lower left part of 

the second inlet (Figs. 4a and b). 
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Fig. 4. Picoplankton (a) and nanoplankton (b, c) biomass distribution at surface (a, b) and over the bottom (c) 

(respectively Phbpis, Phbnas and Phbnab) assessed through PLS models. 

The surface distribution patterns found for phytoplankton abundance are quite similar to 

those estimated for biomass of the same population with maxima located in the same portion of 

the second inlet (Fig. 5c). The estimated bottom distributions maintain a similar configuration 

with an increase of picoplankton abundance and diminishing of the related biomass 

concentration.  
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 Fig. 5. Maps of the concentration of Chl a (a) and Pheopigments (b) and the micro-phytoplankton (c) densities at 

surface (a) and over the bottom (b, c) (respectively Chls, Pheb and Phamib) assessed through PLS models. 

The lower surface concentration of nanoplankton biomass (Phbnas) resulted in the south-

western part of the second inlet, while in the same area we observed the highest concentration 

concerning the bottom distribution (Phbmib).  Fig. 6 includes Chl a maps generated by means of 

OC3 bio-optical algorithms using atmospherically corrected data remotely sensed by Landsat 8 

OLI and Sentinel 2 sensors in different dates.  
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Fig. 6. Maps of Chl a distribution assessed trough OC3 bio-optical algorithm using atmospherically corrected data 

of Landsat 8 OLI (a, b) and Sentinel 2 (c), acquired respectively on July 2, 2014 (a), on June 20, 2013 (b) and on 

July 25, 2015 (c). 

Figs. 6a and 6b refer to Chl a maps derived from Landsat 8 OLI acquisition respectively 

on July 2, 2014 and on June 20, 2013 while the map of Fig. 6c was obtained from Sentinel 2 data 

acquired on July 25, 2015. The multispectral data obtained in 2013, synchronous with the sea 

truth acquisition have also been used for PLS modelling, whereas the other two in any case refer 

to the same summer period of contiguous years, so they have been considered for testing 
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comparing and testing purposes. In agreement with previous results obtained through PLS 

modelling, the Chl a maximum concentrations (red shades), evidenced in the three maps, are 

located close to the coast of the second inlet. The OC3 map dated in 2013 (Figure 6 b) exhibits a 

minimum (blue shades) in the lower left corner of the second inlet where the maximum of the 

corresponding PLS modelled distribution extends (Figure 5a).  

In the Fig. 7, the Chl a values obtained from the sea truth measurements and assessed 

with the different approaches from the remotely sensed data were reported for each of the six 

stations.  

 

Fig. 7. Chl a concentration in correspondence of the six sea truth measurement stations estimated using the OC3/OC2 

bio-optical algorithm and PLS models with Landsat 8 OLI and Sentinel 2 data. 

Here, considering the synchronous estimates using the Landsat OLI data remotely sensed 

in June 2013, the results of OC3/2 bio-optical algorithms globally tend to overestimate the sea 

truth measurements more than those obtained via PLS modelling, which in any case benefited 

from the point calibration. The differences are maintained within 0.5 µg L-1 at the stations with 

more accentuated bathymetry while are particularly increased at the Stations 3 and 5 where the 

sea bottom contribution might have increased the reflectance noise. Although the OC3 

estimations using OLI data acquired in September 2013 and in July 2014 seem to be globally 

comparable with sea truth data, due to the more homogeneous seasonal period, the agreement of 
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the latter is higher. The Sentinel 2 OC3 assessments also demonstrated a suitable capacity to 

capture the Chl a summer distribution patterns with plausible uncertainties at the measurement 

stations.   

 The map synthetizing the preliminaries results obtained from the WASI4 full bio-optical 

inversion based on default parameters and spectra of the original database included in the code 

release, is shown in Fig. 8.  

 

Fig. 8. Phytoplankton distribution on the whole column in the Mar Piccolo di Taranto obtained by atmospherically 

corrected Landsat 8 OLI data of June 2013, using WASI4 model. 

In agreement with the results of the previous modelling approaches, the maxima of 

phytoplankton distribution in the Mar Piccolo of Taranto obtained by WASI4 code were 

approximately localized in the same portion of the second inlet, i.e.in proximity of the coast. 

Even if the WASI bio-optical model does not allow distinguishing the different phytoplankton 

population size and despite a salt and pepper diffuse noise in the resulting map, there is a general 

agreement between the WASI maps and the other ones; this issue is encouraging since there is 

room for improvement through a more refined exploitation of the code capabilities. In this 

perspective, our goal is to advance the exploitation of the full optical inversion provided by 

WASI4 code on the basis of a suitable customization of input parameters provided by available 
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measurements acquired on the area of interest and/or provided by a specific sea truth campaign. 

The PLS modelling of surface and bottom phytoplankton, Chl a and pheopigment variables 

through Landsat 8 OLI atmospherically corrected reflectance responses, reached a satisfying 

level with high level of agreement with the sea truth point measurement stations.    

These results demonstrate the capabilities of the Landsat 8 OLI orbiting sensor to usefully 

capture the different spectral responses from coastal distribution of phytoplankton, Chl a and 

phaeo-pigment surface and bottom concentrations. In particular, its atmospherically corrected 

green-red-NIR spectral ratios, through the PLS implemented method, was more suitable for 

modelling the surface distribution of abundance and biomass of the phytoplankton populations. 

Furthermore, the contribution of costal-blue ratio was more useful to capture the 

subsurface concentration of the same phytoplankton population. The implemented PLS approach 

was less effective for modelling the large-sized bottom population of micro-phytoplankton. 

Although the PLS approach demonstrated the minor importance of the usual blue-green ratio 

(b23) for Chl a and pheo-pigments distribution modelling, a general agreement was found with 

the Chl a distributions assessed trough OC3 bio-optical algorithms and the WASI4 full bio-

optical inversion. In any case, differences between the Landsat 8 OLI detection capability of 

different surface and bottom features of phytoplankton population, require additional studies and 

sea truth information to be better explained in terms of spectral and/or dimensional characteristics 

of phytoplankton cells.  Futher, in future studies attention should be paid to exclude noise effects 

from other optically active components, dissolved in the water column crossed by detected 

signals, and from the sea bed cover reflectance contribution.  

Moreover, this study demonstrate that the spectral/radiometric improvements of the OLI 

sensor increase the overall efficiency in its marine applications, in particular for the effective 

characterization of phytoplankton populations of shallow waters, including coastal lagoons. 

These achievements also indicate a good opportunity to apply in this type of marine areas, like 

the Mar Piccolo, the new generation HR multispectral satellite sensors (i.e. Sentinel 2) which 

have recently had a remarkable development. In particular, the introduction of the new "coastal" 

band, was advantageous for monitoring phytoplankton that in turn, plays a significant role in the 

primary productivity and in the carbon storage of coastal productive ecosystems. It is expected 

to improve the results obtained in this study with a customization of the WASI4 system database 

based on the typical spectra of the sea bed covers and dissolved optically active components 

present in the area of interest and involved in the bio-optical modeling. 
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4. Conclusion  

The main objective of this study was to preliminarily evaluate the new features of Landsat 

8 OLI sensor for extensive and systematic monitoring of phytoplankton and its blooms in the 

ecosystem of the Mar Piccolo of Taranto. Here several anthropogenic activities give rise to major 

load of pollutants, nutrients and suspended sediments, with reduction in water transparency and 

considerable development of macroalgal and potentially harmful phytoplankton species for 

aquaculture activities. From the OLI multispectral data, in form of selected ratio indices corrected 

for atmospheric noises, the distribution of phytoplankton and Chl a concentration at different 

depths, was successfully assessed. These EO based maps of phytoplankton distribution at two 

different depths can support the prediction of the available biomass growth at suitable temporal 

and spatial scale according to the seasonal cycles. Since these coastal shallow waters are highly 

productive but sensitive and vulnerable to planktonic blooms, they require effective multiscale 

tools based on integration of HR remote sensing and in situ techniques. In this context, the 

valence of this remote sensing based monitoring approach characterized by early detection and 

repeating mapping capabilities is twofold: an effective tool both for early warning in case of 

harmful phytoplanktonic blooms and for mapping their biomass distribution, a prerequisite for 

sustainable management interventions.  
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8. Conclusion and future perspective 

 

This thesis has dealt with the study of marine-coastal ecosystems with the aim of 

assessing their ecological quality status, through the application of new remote sensing 

techniques available for such study. Satellite sensors were then tested for mapping the 

distribution of different environmental indicators and to meet the requirements that shallow water 

surveys and coastal seafloor need for remote observation. These characteristics become 

particularly relevant in the marine-coastal environment where a high spatial-temporal variability 

drives and governs the ecological processes, basilar for marine ecosystems which are the object 

of interest. 

Landsat 8 OLI has allowed to estimate the quality conditions of seagrass meadows supporting an 

innovative method of non-invasive investigation based on the sustainable management of 

marine-coastal resources. Using its acquisition channels, improved in terms of spectral and 

radiometric features and with the introduction of the new coastal band, it was possible to produce 

suitable PO LAI and sea beds substrate distribution maps in a significant portion of the middle 
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Tyrrhenian coast: more than 40 km along the coast. The effectiveness of the use of new remote 

sensors was demonstrated for an ecological study of seagrass grasslands with various advantages: 

limitation of destructive sampling for PO; cost reduction with respect to sea-truth measurement 

campaigns; evaluation of the plant distribution on a synoptic scale to estimate the ecological 

quality, and a potentiality for classifying substrate types of the seafloor in the entire study area. 

MODIS dataset has enabled to collect 630 frames from 2013 to 2017 in a coastal area to obtain 

synoptic and long-term information on the SPM water column component linked to regional-

level weather-marine dynamics, which has been observed. Average resolution RS imagery is thus 

effective for supporting of an integrated approach for marine coastal study, which represents an 

important tool in improving the long-term environmental management strategy from the 

perspective of sustainable human activities for marine coastal ecosystems.  

Finally, L8OLI used for mapping the distribution of chlorophyll a, have also proven an effective 

characterization of phytoplankton distribution in the shallow waters and observing differently-

sized micro-algal populations in the sea-surface through regressive statistical models and bio-

optical algorithms. Given the relevance of the harmful phenomena of algal bloom in coastal 

waters, the advantage of using satellite data to map the phytoplankton distribution lies both in 

the fast and synoptic observing-system and as a potential early warning detection. This study 

brings further evidence on the usefulness of HR multispectral data, provided by the new 

generation of satellite Landsat-type sensors (i.e. Landsat 8 OLI, Sentinel 2 MSI) for the effective, 

integrated and operative monitoring of the coastal marine ecosystems. 

The results achieved by the Landsat OLI sensor suggest their effectiveness for 

seabed/PO/chlorophyll mapping and monitoring in the optically complex shallow water, 

evidencing also the specific atmospheric correction relevance for reflectance data pre-processing. 

The complexity and variability of coastal marine environments highlights, in fact, the need to 

apply appropriate investigation tools and methodologies to develop an integrated and 

multidisciplinary study method that allows an effective assessment of the good environmental 

status of marine ecosystems. 

As a future perspective, we can consider setting up a larger collection of in situ measurements 

for water column and seabed data, to apply the bio-optical inversion model, which can more 

effectively remove the disturbances of the water column on the spectral signal of the seabed. It 

is also needed for continuous progress in the understanding of complex optical aquatic 

environments and, as a result, the mapping of benthic coastal ecosystems may be more accurate.  

On the basis of all these considerations and the satisfactory results achieved in this work, it can 

be stated that innovative and effective remote sensing technique for the operational study of the 
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seabed coastal ecosystems could significantly contribute to the attempts of Community 

legislation, to halt the decline of biodiversity and to ensure the marine ecosystems preservation.  

Functioning ecosystems are essential for maintaining the oceans in a healthy state (Tett et al., 

2013) and while being healthy, they provide numerous and diverse goods and services that 

contribute “for free” to the general well-being and health of humans (Van Den Belt and Costanza, 

2012).  
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